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Abstract

This review organizes the vibrant recent literature on the cognitive foundations of eco-
nomic decision-making. At a basic level, this entire literature studies imperfections in
cognitive information processing: the ways in which people attend to, remember, ag-
gregate and trade off variables to make economic decisions. A main idea in this litera-
ture is that many ostensibly-distinct empirical regularities and anomalies reflect generic
simplification strategies that people adopt to reduce information-processing demands.
These cognitive strategies can be consolidated into five categories: (i) noisy approxi-
mations and resulting behavioral attenuation; (ii) comparative thinking; (iii) reducing
cardinality by overweighting what’s salient, gets cued in memory, or is deemed impor-
tant; (iv) thinking in analogies and categories; and (v) devaluing or shying away from
objects one cannot properly evaluate. Work on information processing has both rein-
vigorated the upstream exchange with cognitive psychology and has started to trickle
down into applied fields such as finance, labor and development. I discuss open ques-
tions, emphasizing both the need for a unified model that brings together the different
simplification strategies emphasized in the literature; and a greater focus on economic
applications and multi-agent settings.
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1 The Cognitive Turn

Research in behavioral economics (aka Psychology and Economics) is currently taking a
major “cognitive turn.” Much recent work focuses on empirically identifying and formally
modeling the cognitive foundations of economic decision making, such as attention, memory,
cognitive noise, and the ways in which they depend on a problem’s complexity. This review
(i) discusses why the cognitive turn emerged and why it may be important; (ii) provides
initial evidence for its occurrence; and (iii) synthesizes and organizes the rapidly-growing
body of work on the topic that has accumulated over the last few years.

Why did the cognitive turn occur? Various objective metrics – awards, publications, con-
ferences, dissertations and graduate courses – suggest that behavioral economics is a big
success story. This success partly reflects the field’s ability to empirically identify and model
a large collection of behavioral “anomalies”, many of which have been documented to affect
consequential economic decisions. However, the success of behavioral economics at identi-
fying ever more ways in which the neoclassical model fails also caused a well-understood
disadvantage – a perceived proliferation of concepts (e.g., Fudenberg, 2006; Spiegler, 2019).
For example, we often employ different approaches for understanding choice under risk, in-
tertemporal choice and consumer choice, even when the empirical regularities and psycho-
logical principles are very similar to each other. Related is a recurring concern over stability.
Much recent evidence highlights that various supposedly-fixed behavioral preferences and
biases strongly vary with contextual features such as complexity or cues, raising the question
how we might ultimately be able to predict when and where behavioral anomalies occur.
As a result of these and related questions, the broad view of the movement that I here

label the cognitive turn is that – while we continue to explore field applications of by-now
established concepts – it is worth investigating whether a smaller set of common cognitive
principles can be identified to push the field even further.

Characteristics of the cognitive turn. While the cognitive turn has seen different ap-
proaches, it shares multiple common features. First, the field is often (though not always)
more focused on explaining and unifying anomalies than on accumulating new deviations
from neoclassical predictions per se. As a result, the interrelationships of biases have at-
tracted growing attention (Dean and Ortoleva, 2019; Chapman et al., 2023a; Stango and
Zinman, 2023; Enke et al., 2024a). A basic premise that underlies much of this work is that
many behaviors reflect imperfections in basic cognitive information processing – attending to,
remembering, aggregating and trading off variables to make economic decisions.
Second, the field generally aims to replace reduced-form notions of biases or “revealed

non-standard preferences” with the underlying cognitive mechanisms. In this regard, an
overly simplistic but perhaps helpful summary is that upon observing a non-standard choice
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pattern, the knee-jerk reaction that motivates much research on cognitive foundations is to
ask: “Which cognitive limitation generates this choice behavior, and how does it resemble
anomalies we’ve seen in other domains?”, rather than, for example: “Which utility func-
tion rationalizes this choice?” As a result, the field often blurs the distinction between non-
standard preferences and beliefs. Until recently, behavioral economists typically deployed
two different toolkits to understand anomalies in beliefs and choice behavior, a main reason
being that choice anomalies were believed to largely reflect non-standard utility functions.
The cognitive turn has shifted attention to the hypothesis that the same basic mechanisms
of processing information shape both beliefs and choices.

Intellectual origins and antecedents. While the cognitive turn accelerated only recently
(the vast majority of the papers discussed below were written within the last ten years), its
intellectual origins trace back to various earlier lines of work.1 Themost important very early
antecedents in economics are the bounded rationality movement pioneered by Simon (1956,
1982) and the “system 1 vs. system 2” literature summarized by Kahneman (2011).2 Simon’s
work emphasized the importance of information processing early on, and contributions such
as prospect theory – while ultimately relatively reduced-form in nature – were also full of
appeals to cognitive foundations from perceptual and cognitive psychology.
Despite these important early streams of work, cognitive foundations received relatively

little attention as behavioral economics came of age. Indeed, it is conceivable that the more
reduced-form approach that dominated behavioral economics was impactful precisely be-
cause it ignored the nitty-gritty of information-processing imperfections, and was thus more
workable in economic theory and practice (see Rabin, 2013, for a powerful discussion along
these lines).
Still, the 1990s and early 2000s saw various early highly original contributions that

– in combination with Simon, Kahneman and Tversky – paved the way for the research
that started taking off in the mid-2010s. These early contributions include, for example,
theoretical work on cue-based recall and decision-making (Laibson, 2001; Mullainathan,
2002; Bernheim and Rangel, 2004), research on analogical reasoning and categorization
(Gilboa and Schmeidler, 1995; Jehiel, 2005; Mullainathan et al., 2008), work on rational
inattention and noisy cognition (Sims, 1998, 2003), research on thinking styles (Frederick,
2005), a wave of work on information acquisition using process tracing techniques (John-

1The cognitive turn and its antecedents in economics build on various literatures in psychology and neu-
roscience. This includes, for example, research on exemplar models and similarity (Tversky, 1977; Kahana,
2012) that forms the basis for much current work on memory. Similarly, much of the contemporary work on
noisy cognition builds on research on noisy informating processing in psychology and neuroscience, including
work on resource-rational cognition (Lieder and Griffiths, 2020), Bayesian models of cognitive noise (Oaksford
and Chater, 2007; Gershman, 2021) and accounts of efficient coding (Barlow, 1961).
2In contrast to much of earlier work on bounded rationality (e.g., Conlisk, 1996; Harstad and Selten, 2013;

Gigerenzer and Todd, 1999; Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier, 2011), recent work often directly models and studies
mechanisms such as attention and memory, and has often maintained the assumption of utility-maximization.
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Figure 1: Publication trends in behavioral economics in the profession’s “Top 5” journals over time, binned
into three-year buckets. Forthcoming papers are included in 2023. Data collection as of January 2024.

son et al., 2002; Camerer et al., 2005), work that pioneered much subsequent research on
choice uncertainty (Ariely et al., 2003), and research on narrow bracketing and diminishing
sensitivity that attempted to tie together behavior across different domains (e.g., Prelec and
Loewenstein, 1991; Read et al., 1999).
To assess publication trends more systematically, I classified all behavioral economics pa-

pers that were published in the profession’s “top 5” journals between 2000 and 2023 into six
categories: bounded rationality in individual decision making; social preferences; risk and
time preferences; belief-based utility (including image concerns and motivated reasoning);
strategic reasoning; and others (e.g., gender). Figure 1 shows an overview of the publication
trends. The left panel shows absolute counts per category and the right panel shares. The
overall picture is clear: research on bounded rationality significantly increased starting in
the mid-2010s, mostly at the expense of work on strategic thinking and social motivations.
Overall, the market share of bounded rationality increased by 20 percentage points (a 100%
increase).
These trends almost certainly underestimate the true magnitude of the cognitive turn.

First, many of the papers that are discussed in this review are currently in the publication
process. Second, many of the papers from the 2000s and 2010s that I code as bounded
rationality do not share this review’s focus on cognitive foundations per se.

Objectives and main messages. Given the rapidly-growing body of research on the topic,
the empirical results can arguably appear messy and far from suggesting the existence of
common threads. One of my main objectives is to put some structure on the recent flurry
of empirical results by categorizing them and relating them to the extant theory literature.
Some of the topics covered in this review have received attention in more specialized and
selective prior surveys, most of which focus on a particular strand of the theory literature
(Maćkowiak et al., 2023; Gabaix, 2019; Bordalo et al., 2022c; Woodford, 2020; de Clippel
and Rozen, 2023), with the exception of reviews on inattention (Loewenstein and Wojtow-
icz, 2023; Handel and Schwartzstein, 2018) and contingent reasoning (Niederle and Vespa,
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2023). The present survey goes beyond these existing ones in two main respects. First, I
focus on synthesizing the empirical and experimental evidence across the different strands
of the cognitive foundations literature, and to draw out their commonality of imperfections
in cognitive information processing. Second, none of the aforementioned reviews cover em-
pirical work on complexity, cognitive noise and memory, which are among the most active
literatures on cognitive foundations at this point.
The review will emphasize the following points:

1. Most economic decisions are difficult because they require intensive information pro-
cessing. This includes the processes of attending to and remembering large amounts
of information, but also the cognitive act of aggregating and trading off the relevant
problem dimensions to reach a decision – even very low-dimensional problems are
often difficult when they involve pronounced tradeoffs.

2. To reduce information-processing demands, people rely on broad classes of simplifica-
tion strategies that play out in very similar ways across different contexts and domains.
These include (i) noisy approximations and resulting behavioral attenuation; (ii) com-
parative thinking; (iii) reducing cardinality by overweighting what’s salient, gets cued
in memory, or is deemed important; (iv) thinking in analogies and categories; and
(v) devaluing or shying away from difficulty-to-assess options.

3. We are beginning to understand how features of the decision problem (such as its
complexity) affect the magnitude of information-processing imperfections.

4. Insights from the cognitive turn have started trickling down into applied fields, and
have illuminated contexts in fields as diverse as finance, labor, and development. How-
ever, a broader integration of the cognitive turn into applied (behavioral) economics
is only beginning.

5. Many classic behavioral anomalies reflect special cases of the five simplification strate-
gies. The field has thus managed to partially consolidate a (long) laundry list of em-
pirical regularities into a (shorter) laundry list of simplification strategies. However,
we do not yet have a unified model that brings together the different simplification
strategies, or even derives them from common principles.

Two caveats are in order. First, while this review is written under the basic presumption
that economists stand to gain from studying information-processing imperfections, I am
(very) far from asserting that people’s preferences are as simple as the canonical economic
model assumes. There can be little doubt that many empirical regularities in behavioral eco-
nomics are not primarily driven by mistakes but reflect genuine preferences that are richer
than the neoclassical model assumes. At the same time, this review will also emphasize the
distinction between true and choice-revealed preferences, and that a great deal of behaviors
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that we used to attribute to preferences actually reflect cognitive errors that are amenable
to unification.
A second caveat is that this review is more of a progress report than a post-hoc synthe-

sis. The cognitive turn is well underway but far from complete. Nonetheless, I believe we
have arrived at a juncture where reviewing and tying together different lines of work is a
productive endavor to undertake, both to synthesize and to highlight open questions.

Organization of this review. It is common for behavioral economics reviews to be or-
ganized by decision domains (e.g., beliefs, choice under risk, intertemporal choice etc.). I
deviate from this practice to highlight what I believe to be a key takeaway from the cogni-
tive turn: that the same psychological principles underlie behavior across different decision
domains. As I discuss in Section 2, the cognitive turn has emphasized the important role of
information processing in forming mental representations and computing optimal decisions.
Sections 3–8 are structured around the simplification strategies people use to ease informa-
tion processing demands. The downside of this organization is that readers with an interest
in a particular application cannot easily locate the relevant discussions because they will be
scattered across the different simplification strategies. Thus, in Section 9, I revisit some of
the main behavioral economics classics and explain whether and how the cognitive turn has
changed our understanding of them. While most of the work in this review is experimental
or theoretical in nature, Section 10 illustrates the potential promise of cognitive founda-
tions for applied work. Finally, Section 11 discusses what I perceive to be open questions
and methodological challenges.

2 Overview: Information Processing and Simplification

2.1 Policy Uncertainty

Consider a decision maker who is tasked with taking a decision a to maximize overall utility,
which is comprised of different problem dimensions. Here, i indexes dimensions and γi

scales the relative importance of each dimension. Dimension-by-dimension utility, ui(yi), is
a function of outcomes, yi. Outcomes are produced as functions, gi(·), of the decision and
a vector of economic fundamentals, denoted θ , with elements θ j:

max
a

U =
∑

i

γiui(yi) =
∑

i

γiui(gi(a,θ )) . (1)

For example, in a labor supply context, the dimension-by-dimension outcomes yi could be
earnings and leisure that are implied by a function of hours worked (a) and the wage (θ j),
with γi scaling the relative importance of consumption and leisure. Similarly, in a savings
context, yi is consumption in period i, which is a function of savings, a, and the interest
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rate, θ j, with γi capturing intertemporal discounting.
The decision maker would like to choose the action that maximizes utility (whether or

not utility includes non-standard elements such as social preferences):

ar gmax
a

U = a∗ = f (θ ) ,
∂ a∗

∂ θ j
|θ ≡ β j(θ ) (2)

In the optimal policy function f (·), the vector of β j repesents the decision maker’s optimal
decision weights, by which I mean those weights that locally map economic fundamentals
into the true utility-maximizing decision.
More generally, this optimal policy function need not refer to a choice problem. Rather,

it could also apply to assessments of quality, or inference and forecasting problems. For
instance, suppose the decision maker receives multiple signals about candidate quality, θ j,
that need to be aggregated into an overall assessment, or that the decision maker predicts
the future realization of an autocorrelated process based on past observations, θ j. In these
cases, the normative weights, β j, that optimally map observed fundamentals into a decision
would correspond to Bayesian updating.
Whenever we use the rational actor model, we implicitly assume that people know how

to translate any given set of primitives (their preferences, constraints and information) into
the ex-ante optimal decision. In reality, people of course do not always seamlessly know
how to map fundamentals into optimal decisions. Consider the following examples, some
of which are ecological in nature and some of which represent stylized lab settings.

1. Taking as given your preferences and your beliefs about how effort at work affects
your future promotions and salary, how many hours should you work per week to
maximize your discounted expected lifetime utility?

2. Suppose the interest rate increases from 0% to 4%. What additional fraction of your
income should you save given this change in circumstances?

3. Taking as given your return expectations and your risk preferences, which equity share
maximizes your expected utility?

4. Taking as given your social motivations, how much should you donate to poor kids in
developing nations to maximize your utility?

5. You are asked to evaluate PhD applicants on a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 means
“probability of passing first-year courses is below 50%” and 10 means “probability of
winning Clark medal is greater than 5%”. An applicant has a GPA of 3.7 in Math and
Econ at Chicago, a B+ in real analysis, a quantitative GRE score of 780, did a two-year
pre-doc at Princeton (you have the letter, which says the candidate is an 8), and wrote
a thesis that won a departmental prize. What’s your rating?
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6. Do you prefer a 30% chance of getting $120 or a 85% chance of getting $40?

Arguably, all of these examples trigger policy uncertainty: we do not know how exactly to
translate the economic fundamentals into a utility-maximizing decision (or into an optimal
policy function). This raises two immediate questions. First, why don’t people know β j?
Second, what do they do instead?

2.2 Information Processing

Economic decision problems routinely require intensive information processing, by which I
mean attending to, remembering, aggregating and trading off economic variables to reach
a decision.3 In casual terms, economists and cognitive scientists sometimes partition infor-
mation processing into two components. First, mentally representing a problem – building
“mental models” that ascertain which features and causal relationships exist. Second, com-
putationally solving a problem – combining the different considerations that are part of
one’s mental model into a decision. Both of these steps require cognitive acts of information
processing. Building a mental representation requires attending to and remembering those
aspects that are relevant for the problem at hand. Similarly, computations require aggre-
gating and trading off different problem dimensions – people cannot simply “pull out the
max operator” like in a micro problem set. Instead, they need to implement some cognitive
procedure to assess value, compute consequences and identify the most promising course
of action. A main reason why economic decision problems often involve a cognitive act of
aggregation is that carriers of utility (or of expected or discounted utility) are typically dis-
aggregated – they consist of multiple components that jointly determine overall value. For
example, determining the discounted utility of a savings plan requires aggregating multiple
consumption events and one’s discount function.
The literature has emphasized two broad classes of factors that affect the magnitude of

information processing demands.

Cardinality. Adequately representing and solving a problem typically requires more in-
tensive information processing when “more bits” are required to describe a problem – when
more variables affect the outcome of interest, when the choice set has higher cardinality,
when products have more dimensions, when more information signals need to be processed,
and so on. Indeed, a broad body of evidence supports the idea that cardinality affects com-
plexity and resulting information processing demands. For example, in lottery choice, peo-
ple’s behavior depends on the number of distinct payout states (e.g., Huck and Weizsäcker,

3This definition of information processing is different from the ones that are based on the neoclassical
rational actor model. In that framework, “processing information” usually refers to situations in which people
have uncertainty about some stochastic variable and update their beliefs upon receipt of information (for
example about whether or not the stock market will go up next year). In contrast, I here reference a broader
definition of information processing that even applies to entirely deterministic settings.
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1999; Sonsino et al., 2002; Puri, 2022; Arrieta and Nielsen, 2023; Enke and Shubatt, 2023)
or the menu size (Iyengar and Kamenica, 2010; Dertwinkel-Kalt and Köster, 2020b; Car-
valho and Silverman, 2024). Similarly, people’s intertemporal decisions systematically vary
as a function of how disaggregated future payments are across multiple dates (Dertwinkel-
Kalt et al., 2022), and effort supply depends on the number of marginal tax rates (Abeler
and Jäger, 2015). In the literature on belief updating and mental models, the presence
of biases and heuristics increases in the number of information pieces that need to be ag-
gregated (Enke and Zimmermann, 2019), the number of distinct states of the world (Ba
et al., 2022), the number of causal nodes in a directed acyclic graph (Kendall and Oprea,
2022), the number of nodes in a game tree (Salant and Spenkuch, 2022) or the number of
components of a strategic disclosure report (Jin et al., 2022). Building on some of these in-
sights, Puri (2022) and Gabaix and Graeber (2023) propose models that formalize how the
(importance-weighted) number of components of a problem drives complexity and shapes
behavior.

Aggregations and tradeoffs. Aggregating the different components of a problem into a
decision is usually more difficult when there are more components. Perhaps because of the
obvious insight that processing costs and difficulty often increase in the size of a problem,
my impression is that we as behavioral economists have developed a knee-jerk reaction to
interpret non-standard behavior in “simple” low-dimensional problems as reflecting non-
standard preferences or systematic biases. In fact, much experimental work is explicitly
motivated by the desire to document some effect of interest in a setting that is as simple as
possible, supposedly ruling out information processing costs as a source of “non-standard”
behavior.
Yet, building on a rich literature in psychology (e.g., Tversky and Shafir, 1992; Drugow-

itsch et al., 2016), a main insight from much recent work is that even low-dimensional
problems require intensive information processing, in particular when people need to trade
off the relative advantages and disadvantages of different problem dimensions. For example,
labor supply involves trading off money and leisure; belief updating requires trading off a
prior and a signal that may point in different directions; consumer choice requires trading
off prices and multiple dimensions of quality; choice under risk calls for trading off risk and
expected return; intertemporal choice requires trading off delays and rewards; strategic de-
cisions in extensive-form games require trading off the costs and benefits of different nodes
of the game tree; and so on.
These cognitive acts require intensive information processing, for two reasons. First, in-

formation processing may be required for introspection: people may not know their true
discount factor, their altruism parameter, their utility weight on leisure versus consumption,
and so on. Put differently, people often don’t really know how to put different problem di-
mensions into a “common currency” (see Walasek and Brown, 2021, for a recent overview
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in psychology). Second, even if people perfectly knew their preferences, information pro-
cessing is required to aggregate the different problem dimensions into an optimal policy
function. For instance, even conditional on knowing that one’s intertemporal discount fac-
tor is δ = 0.97, it is entirely non-trivial to determine for how many hours to go to the gym
this week.⁴
There is now a broad body of evidence that people find many low-dimensional economic

decision problems difficult, and that the difficulty of navigating tradeoffs is a main reason for
this. Decision theorists and experimentalists have provided converging evidence that people
often struggle in ranking alternatives, a phenomenon referred to as (revealed) incomplete
preferences (e.g., Ok et al., 2012; Halevy et al., 2023). Much of this evidence is derived from
people explicitly acknowledging that they don’t know which option to choose. This class of
experiments includes unincentivized self-reports that indicate choice uncertainty (Cohen
et al., 1987; Loomes and Sugden, 1995; Cubitt et al., 2015; Bayrak and Hey, 2020; Enke
and Graeber, 2023; Enke et al., 2023a, 2024a), documentations that people delegate the
decision to a computer that estimates their preferences (Nielsen and Rigotti, 2022), that
people reverse their decisions when confronted with axioms they endorsed (Nielsen and
Rehbeck, 2022), or that they deliberately randomize (Agranov and Ortoleva, 2017, 2020;
Agranov et al., 2020).⁵ In situations like these, standard revealed preferences techniques
are problematic. For instance, building on the coherent arbitrariness work (Ariely et al.,
2003), deClippel et al. (2024) document that choices can appear highly internally coherent
and pass commonly-used tests for the existence of a stable underlying utility function, even
when the decisions are very far from actually maximizing the decision-maker’s objective.
Revealed incomplete preferences almost certainly reflect the difficulty of navigating trade-

offs. After all, few people report difficulty with one-dimensional choice problems such as
choosing between $8 and $10 – instead, people only struggle when they need to aggregate
across dimensions that have different advantages and disadvantages. Indeed, multiple stud-
ies have documented that experimental manipulations of the strength of across-dimension
tradeoffs have large effects on self-reported uncertainty and randomization (Tversky and
Shafir, 1992; Agranov and Ortoleva, 2017; Enke and Shubatt, 2023; Shubatt and Yang,
2024).
The terminology of “incomplete preferences” is perhaps slightly misleading as a general

primitive underlying policy uncertainty because it may be interpreted as saying that prefer-
ence uncertainty is the sole driver of uncertainty. This is not the case. Rather, people also
struggle with entirely objective low-dimensional problems that are specially designed to
understand the complexity of tradeoffs and aggregation (Martínez-Marquina et al., 2019;

⁴A growing body of work emphasizes that problems tend to be more complex when the mapping between
economic primitives to optimal decisions is non-linear (Rees-Jones and Taubinsky, 2020; Agranov and Reshidi,
2023).
⁵Deliberate randomization is also consistent with convex preferences, yet it strongly varies with problem

difficulty (Agranov and Ortoleva, 2017), suggesting it is a response to information processing costs.
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Oprea, 2022; Vieider, 2022; Enke et al., 2023a; Enke and Shubatt, 2023; deClippel et al.,
2024). This suggests that a non-trivial part of imperfect information processing reflects the
cognitive difficulty of aggregating known primitives into a decision.

Implications of an information processing account. Relative to accounts that emphasize
non-standard preferences or fixed parametric biases, an information processing view has
two immediate implications. First, the presence and magnitude of “non-standard” choice
and belief patterns should depend on aspects that affect the quality and focus of informa-
tion processing, including: (i) the problem’s complexity because it determines how much
information needs to be processed; (ii) experience and the availability of cognitive resources
because they determine how much information can actually be processed; and (iii) salience,
memory cues and incentives because they determine which information is processed (first).
A second basic implication of an information processing perspective is that behavioral

anomalies (even those that we typically attribute to non-standard preferences) should co-
incide with independent proxies for imperfect information processing, such as measures of
decision noise, self-reported uncertainty, response times, eye movements, and others.

2.3 Simplification Strategies

What do people do when the information processing required to produce the correct prob-
lem representation and / or to trade off different problem components, is difficult or costly?
Table 1 summarizes the main simplification strategies that I will discuss in this review. As I
point out below, some of these literatures are more developed than others.
The first two simplification strategies are mostly targeted at simplifying the process of

aggregating tradeoffs across different dimensions. First, instead of precisely aggregating,
people noisily approximate. This produces behavioral attenuation: observed decisions and
beliefs are often insufficiently elastic to variation in economic fundamentals. Second, instead
of aggregating tradeoffs across dimensions, people bracket and engage in comparative think-
ing: they compare outcomes within each problem dimension. Both of these simplification
strategies assert that people process all available variables, but do so in a noisy or compara-
tive way.
A third class of simplification strategies, on the other hand, presumes that people work

with a subset of variables: they ignore some and overweight others. This happens through
a combination of low-level attentional processes (focusing on what stands out or is surpris-
ing), associations in memory (relying primarily on those experiences that are similar to the
current experience), and goal-oriented processes (focusing on what’s deemed important).
Fourth, when a problem is sufficiently difficult, people may not even work with (a subset

of) the correct variables but instead solve a different, related problem that they know how to
solve. This can be thought of as “coarsening” reality and lumping together similar situations,
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Table 1: Categories of simplification strategies

Simplification strategy Empirical regularities Classes of models

1. Noisily approximate Behavioral attenuation; spurious
anomalies

Noisy policy functions; Noisy perceptions

2. Bracket and compare Reference points; contrast effects Reference-dependence; normalizations

3. Reduce cardinality /
work with subset

Overweight what’s deemed impor-
tant, stands out or gets cued

Goal- or cue-directed attention and mem-
ory

4. Solve a related problem Categorize / lump similar situa-
tions together

Analogies; associations

5. De-value or shy away Complexity aversion Complexity aversion; caution

decisions, or variables into categories or analogy classes.
Finally, people may simply shy away from options that require too much information

processing to be properly evaluated.

High- and low-level simplification strategies. The terminology “simplification strategies”
is not intended to imply that these are all necessarily deliberate and / or conscious in na-
ture. While some likely are (such as noisily approximating), others likely aren’t (such as
overweighting what stands out). I still view these as simplification strategies because – as
discussed in greater detail below – it is conceivable that we have evolved tendencies to re-
duce information processing costs by following certain low-level cues. In this sense, these
behaviors serve to simplify a problem, deliberate or not.
Nonetheless, the distinction between somewhat-deliberate simplification strategies and

those that reflect low-level cues merits attention. Each of these two lines of work builds on
a classic research tradition. Resarch on deliberate simplification strategies is often inspired
by the bounded rationality movement pioneered by Simon (1956), which emphasizes com-
plexity and bounds on computational capabilities. Research on misleading intuitions and
gut feelings, on the other hand, is often inspired by the distinction between “system 1” and
“system 2” thinking (Kahneman, 2011) – system 1 is said to be a fast-moving decision pro-
cess that reflects gut instincts and responds to contextual cues, while system 2 is a slower
and more deliberative system that potentially overrides misleading gut reactions.
Both of these approaches are needed because, as far as their applicability to economic

decisions is concerned, each tradition in isolation arguably suffers from different weaknesses.
The Simon movement with its emphasis on the costliness of cognitive procedures tends to
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ignore that mistakes are often driven by contextual cues and associations. The “system 1”
movement, on the other hand, acquired fame by constructing clever – but ecologically largely
counterfactual – thought experiments that tended to suggest that the only real problemwith
human cognition was to get the intuitive system 1 under control. Yet as far as economic
applications are concerned, this perspective is misleading because most economic decisions
– looking for a job, investing in the stock market, buying a house – are very difficult even
conditional on system 2 overriding system 1.

3 Noisy Approximations

A first main implication of imperfect information processing is noise – people approximate
rather than solve a problem precisely. Perhaps because of the idea that noise often “cancels
out”, it is sometimes treated almost as a nuisance in behavioral economics, as something that
one needs to tack on to a behavioral model to actually make it work in emirical applications
but that is not in itself worth studying. However, a key insight of much recent research is that
noise causes bias. How can unsystematic noise cause bias? The literature has emphasized two
such mechanisms. First, as discussed in Section 3.3, even mean-zero noise can cause bias
when researchers look at “asymmetric” probem setups in which noise can only push in one
direction. Second, even when the problem setup is entirely symmetric, noise can cause bias
by producing diminishing sensitivity.
Diminishing sensitivity pervades many different literatures in behavioral economics. It

refers to the observation that people’s choices, valuations, beliefs and expectations gener-
ally become more and more insensitive (“attenuated”) with respect to problem parameters
(fundamentals) as the parameter moves further away from the “boundary” of the parame-
ter space, in particular when these boundary points render a decision trivial (e.g., a price of
zero or a payout probability of one).
In recent years, researchers have made much progress (i) in documenting how pervasive

such “behavioral attenuation” and diminishing sensitivity are across very different contexts
and (ii) in showing that these patterns reflect a generic implication of imperfect and costly
information processing, rather than domain-specific preferences. This line of research builds
on much earlier work on diminishing sensitivity, such as in the context of prospect theory or
hyperbolic discounting (e.g., Kahneman and Tversky, 1979; Loewenstein and Prelec, 1992;
Prelec and Loewenstein, 1991). The main difference is that the cognitive turn highlights
information processing demands as underlying unifying principle, rather than attributing
attenuation to unrelated domain-specific heuristics or preferences.
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3.1 Behavioral Attenuation

It is instructive to initially focus on behavioral attenuation (or insensitivity): the observa-
tion that decisions are insufficiently sensitive to variation in parameters, relative to what
neoclassical theory predicts. Through the lens of equations (1) and (2), attenuation means
that the effective decision weight β̂i satisfies β̂i < βi. Attenuation is different from under-
reaction. Underreaction is defined for a single decision (it concerns the level of decisions),
while attenuation is defined over at least two decisions (the slope of decisions). For exam-
ple, in belief updating, attenuation to the precision of information mechanically produces
overreaction to weak signals but underreaction to strong signals (Augenblick et al., 2021).
To take a different example, when people forecast an AR(1) process and are attenuated
to the degree of autocorrelation, then expectations will mechanically overreact to the last
observation whenever the true autocorrelation is relatively small (Enke et al., 2024a).
According to an information processing view, behavioral attenuation is akin to attenua-

tion bias in econometrics. The main difference is that it does not arise because the funda-
mental θ is measured with noise but, instead, because the difficulty of translating θ into an
optimal decision produces noise in the decision maker’s mind.

3.1.1 Evidence

Table 2 presents an overview of phenomena in the literature that can be understood as
attenuation effects. In almost all cases, the attenuation is such that decisions are “too high”
for some parameters and “too low” for other parameters. This canonical “flipping” property
helps to distinguish behavioral attenuation from directional biases. Consider the following
illustrative examples:

• According to the the probability weighting function, people are more risk seeking than
the expected utility model prescribes when the payout probability of a gain is small,
but less risk seeking than the benchmark when the payout probability is large – an
insensitivity to the probability.

• According to the hyperbolic discounting function over financial flows, people act as if
they are less patient than the exponential model prescribes when the delay is short,
but more patient when the delay is very long – an insensitivity to the delay.

• In belief updating, people update too much when the information is very imprecise
but too little when it is very precise – an insensitivity to signal precision.

• People’s prediction of their income tax burden is too high when their income is low
but too low when their income is high – an insensitivity to the tax rate.

• Inmedical testing, doctors overtest when patient risk is low but undertest when patient
risk is high – an insensitivity to patient risk.
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• People’s stock market forecasts are too optimistic when they are polled about objec-
tively unlikely events but too pessimistic when they are polled about objectively likely
events – an insensitivity to probabilities.

These examples are just the tip of the iceberg – attenuation is found in lab experiments
that involve people’s preferences (choice contexts), in laboratory belief updating or predic-
tion problems that have objectively correct solutions, in strategic games, in field experiments,
in large-scale expectations surveys and in observational data.

Evidence from the lab. Enke et al. (2024a) implement a large set of experiments that were
crowd-sourced from independent experts. These experiments range from preference elicita-
tions to belief updating to generic optimization problems, involving risk, time, consumption-
savings, effort supply, taxes, fairness, prediction and inference, in both individual decisions
and strategic games. In each experiment, they measure cognitive uncertainty and link it
to the elasticity of decisions as a function of problem fundamentals. They find significant
behavioral attenuation in almost all tasks, meaning that in nearly all tasks those decisions
that are associated with higher cognitive uncertainty are more attenuated functions of the
relevant economic promitive. Because cognitive uncertainty is a proxy for the magnitude of
information-processing imperfections, this is interpreted as evidence for behavioral attenu-
ation.
Perhaps the most common application of the idea of information processing- and noise-

driven attenuation so far is in the domain of choice under risk. First, recent work has high-
lighted that the insensitivity of prospect theory’s probability weighting function is not driven
by preferences but rather by the difficulty of aggregating payouts and probabilities (Enke
and Graeber, 2023; Oprea, 2022; Frydman and Jin, 2023; Vieider, 2022).
Second, the insensitivity of decisions to objective risk that is captured by the probability

weighting function has a direct counterpart in the literature on choice under ambiguity. Re-
cent studies and literature reviews highlight the notion of so-called “a-insensitivity” (for am-
biguity insensitivity), see Dimmock et al. (2015), Trautmann and Van De Kuilen (2015) and
Henkel (2022). According to this literature, people’s decisions are excessively insensitive to
whether the likelihood of an ambiguous event is described as relatively high or relatively
low – thus a version of the probability weighting function in the presence of Knightian un-
certainty. This is a form of attenuation, albeit with respect to ambiguous likelihoods rather
than objective probabilities.
A third application in the literature is to the “attenuation puzzle” in household finance,

which refers to the strongly attenuated link between people’s investment decisions and their
subjective return expectations. This attenuation, too, appears to reflect the difficulty of ag-
gregating problem components into a decision (Yang, 2023; Charles et al., 2022).
The link between information processing and attenuation is not restricted to choice un-

der risk or uncertainty. Consider the canonical hyperbolic discounting function over money
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Table 2: Empirical attenuation patterns across domains

Decision Attenuation wrt Label in literature Examples

Choice contexts in the lab

Choice under risk Payout probability Probability weighting Enke and Graeber (2023); Oprea (2022)

Choice under risk Payment Non-linear value function Frydman and Jin (2022); Khaw et al. (2021)

Choice under ambiguity Likel. of ambig. event Ambiguity insensitivity Trautmann and Van De Kuilen (2015)

Portfolio allocation Subj. expected return Attenuation puzzle Charles et al. (2022); Yang (2023)

Time discounting Time delay Hyperbolic discounting over money Enke et al. (2023a); Ebert and Prelec (2007)

Extended dictator game Group size Insensitivity to group size Schumacher et al. (2017)

Attention allocation Stake size Increasing Shannon cost Dean and Neligh (2023); Bronchetti et al. (2023)

Product demand Tax rate Insensitivity Morrison and Taubinsky (2019)

Labor supply Tax rate Attenuation to tax rate Abeler and Jäger (2015)

Forward reasoning Contingent payouts Cognitive attenuation Chakraborty and Kendall (2022)

Communication Verifiability of info Over- and under-communic. Fréchette et al. (2022)

Newsvendor game Marginal cost Pull-to-center effect Schweitzer and Cachon (2000)

Beliefs in the lab

Belief updating Signal strength Under- and overreaction Augenblick et al. (2021)

Belief updating Base rate Base rate insensitivity Enke and Graeber (2023); Benjamin (2019)

Belief updating Uncertain information Uncertainty-induced insensit. Liang (2023b)

Information demand Signal strength Compression effect Ambuehl and Li (2018); Liang (2023a)

Confidence True ability Hard-easy effect Moore and Healy (2008)

Gender stereotypes True ability Difficulty-influenced miscal. Bordalo et al. (2019)

Forecasting Persistence of process Overextrapolation Afrouzi et al. (2023)

Mental model Narratives / DAGs Compression to middle Kendall and Charles (2022)

Stategic games in the lab

Investment coordination Value of project Insensitivity to payoffs Frydman and Nunnari (2023)

Order statistics in auctions Signal rank Nagel et al. (2023)

Field experiments

Contingent valuation Effectiveness of policy Scope insensitivity Toma and Bell (2022)

Perception of tax rate Tax rate Schmeduling Rees-Jones and Taubinsky (2020)

Labor supply Ratchet incentives Shrouding Abeler et al. (2023)

Large-scale surveys on beliefs and perceptions

Subjective income rank True income rank Pull-to-center Hvidberg et al. (2023)

Stock market expectations Historical probabilities Pull-to-center Enke and Graeber (2023)

Stock market expectations Time interval Sub-additive time perception Haan et al. (2022)

Valuation of health states Health Attenuation Kaats (2023)

2nd-order policy beliefs True support for policy Minority salience Bursztyn et al. (2023)

Observational field data

Equity share Subjective returns Attenuation puzzle Drerup et al. (2017); Giglio et al. (2021)

Medical testing Patient risk Over- and undertesting Mullainathan and Obermeyer (2022)

Borrowing Policy rates Unresponsive to incentives D’Acunto et al. (2023)

Price setting Local demand Uniform pricing DellaVigna and Gentzkow (2019)

Wage setting Local supply National wage setting Hazell et al. (2022)

Evidence in psychology (perceptual decision tasks)

Magnitude estimation (many) True magnitude Central tendency effect Petzschner et al. (2015); Xiang et al. (2021)

Notes. Papers that document behavioral elasticities that are commonly viewed as insufficiently large. Whenever possible, the list of references prioritizes
those papers that directly link the relevant phenomenon to complexity or noise. Additional references are in the main text.
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and the widely-known “scope insensitivity” effect in contingent valuation studies. Both of
these effects boil down to the pattern described above: away from the boundary of zero,
decisions are very insensitive to variation in the delay (in intertemporal discounting) or the
scope of a policy proposal such as the number of birds saved (in contingent valuation stud-
ies). Recent work has shown that both of these attenuation patterns are driven by imperfect
information processing (Ebert and Prelec, 2007; Enke et al., 2023a, 2024a; Toma and Bell,
2022).
An important indication that behavioral attenuation primarily reflects imperfect informa-

tion processing is that it is pervasive both in choice contexts that involve people’s preferences
and in situations in which an objectively correct decision exists, such as belief updating,
forecasting, and information acquisition problems. For instance, people’s beliefs are heav-
ily attenuated functions of the precision of the information they received. This “likelihood
insensitivity” means that if people receive imprecise signals, they update too much and if
they receive precise ones, they update too little (Enke and Graeber, 2023; Augenblick et al.,
2021; Ba et al., 2022; Prat-Carrabin and Woodford, 2022; Ambuehl and Li, 2018).
To support the idea that behavioral attenuation reflects imperfect information process-

ing, researchers have made use of a number of different methodological tools. First, at-
tenuation effects are typically strongly correlated with cognitive uncertainty: people’s self-
reports of how certain they are that their decision reflects what they actually prefer (Enke
and Graeber, 2023; Enke et al., 2023a, 2024a; Giglio et al., 2021; Yang, 2023; Augenblick
et al., 2021). Second, exogenous complexity manipulations consistently produce more pro-
nounced attenuation (Enke and Graeber, 2023; Enke et al., 2023a; Gabaix and Graeber,
2023). Third, attenuation persists when the choice problems are converted into objective
problems, removing scope for non-standard preferences (Oprea, 2022; Vieider, 2022; Enke
and Shubatt, 2023). Fourth, attenuation is locally reduced as people garner more experi-
ence with the problem (Frydman and Jin, 2022, 2023; Frydman and Nunnari, 2023). Fifth,
attention is more pronounced when people pay less attention to the relevant variable (e.g.,
Ebert and Prelec, 2007; Hartzmark et al., 2021; Imas et al., 2022) and when their cognitive
resources are lower or exogenously depleted (e.g., Ebert and Prelec, 2007; Choi et al., 2022;
Enke and Graeber, 2023).
In summary, there is now a large body of evidence from the lab that supports two broad

propositions. First, behavioral attenuation is very widespread. Second, attenuation is empir-
ically tightly linked to imperfect information processing.

Evidence from surveys of expectations and perceptions. A large and growing literature
measures people’s expectations and perceptions about economic quantities. A first-order
stylized fact that emerges from this literature is that there are very large attenuation ef-
fects: subjective assessments are a strongly compressed function of objective quantities.
For instance, Hvidberg et al. (2023) show that people’s perception of their income rank
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is a strongly compressed function of their actual rank (“everyone thinks they are middle
class”). This compression pattern is strongly correlated with self-reported cognitive uncer-
tainty (Enke and Graeber, 2023). Similarly, people’s stock market return expectations or
their inflation expectations are heavily attenuated functions of true (historical) probabili-
ties, which is again correlated with cognitive uncertainty.

Evidence from the field. There is an emerging body of evidence that points to the im-
portance of behavioral attenuation also for field decisions, though there is less evidence to
date that directly ties it to imperfect information processing. For example, the link between
subjective return expectations and people’s equity shares is heavily attenuated relative to
theoretical benchmarks such as the Merton model (Drerup et al., 2017; Ameriks et al., 2020;
Giglio et al., 2021). Relatedly, the elasticity of spending to inflation expectations (D’Acunto
et al., 2019) or of medical testing to patient risk (Mullainathan and Obermeyer, 2022) are
substantially attenuated. As a result, doctors overtest when patient risk is low but undertest
when patient risk is high – the canonical “flipping” pattern that is associated with behavioral
attenuation.
Recent evidence suggests that these attenuation patterns also affect responses to policy:

consumers’ response to the incentives resulting from changes in government programs is
heavily attenuated, which affects behaviors such as borrowing and car purchases (D’Acunto
et al., 2023). Likewise, people’s perception of their tax schedule shows strong attenuation ef-
fects: as the true marginal tax rate increases, people’s perceived marginal rate also increases,
but at an attenuated rate, meaning that people overestimate the tax burden at low incomes
and underestimate it at high incomes (Rees-Jones and Taubinsky, 2020; Abeler and Jäger,
2015).
There is now also evidence that workers’ labor supply is a heavily attenuated function of

the incentives that are implicit in the contract. Abeler et al. (2023) present a combination of
field and online experiments with warehouse workers in which they document that workers’
response to the presence of dynamic Ratchet incentives is heavily attenuated due to the
complexity of the incentive contract.

Evidence in cognitive psychology. Psychologists have long been aware that attenuation
is “everywhere” also in perceptual decision making. For example, in estimating angles, dis-
tances, elapsed time or the number of dots on a screen, people typically overestimate rela-
tively small quantities but underestimate relatively large ones.When Kahneman and Tversky
(1979) initially motivated prospect theory, they did so with explicit reference to this work
on perception. See Petzschner et al. (2015) for a recent review of behavioral attenuation in
magnitude estimation tasks, and how these can be understood through Bayesian models of
cognitive noise.
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3.1.2 Models of Behavioral Attenuation

Multiple models have been proposed to capture behavioral attenuation, including its link to
measures of noise. In purely interpretive terms, the idea behind various models is that the
cognitive act of trading off and aggregating multiple problem dimensions produces noise,
and that this noise generates attenuation.
Loosely speaking, many models generate attenuation through a reduced-form equation

that resembles the classical anchoring-and-adjustment heuristic. To illustrate, suppose that
people’s average decisions can be described by a convex combination of a fixed default (d)
and the true utillity-maxizing decision a∗(θ ) at the current parameter vector θ :

E[ao(θ )] = (1−λ) a∗(θ ) +λ d, (3)

Here, d could reflect a kind of prior, while (1 − λ) ∈ [0, 1] captures the decision-maker’s
level of rationality that governs the degree of attenuation. This simple reduced-form decision
rule performs surprisingly well in proximally explaining many of the attenuation patterns
enumerated above. To see the attenuation effect, notice that

∂ E[ao(θ )]
∂ θ

= (1−λ)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Attenuation (<1)

∂ a∗(θ )
∂ θ
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Normative sensitivity

, (4)

where by “normative sensitivity” I mean the sensitivity the decision maker would exhibit if
they were to maximize their true objective function (whether or not that objective function
includes non-standard preferences).
Various modeling approaches take a stance on how specific cognitive foundations gener-

ate variants of this decision rule. While these models differ in the details, their underlying
logic is often very similar. We can distinguish between two questions here. First, why does
attenuation emerge and what determines its magnitude (λ)? Second, what determines the
default (d)?
On the first question, I discuss two classes of models that have recently attracted at-

tention: (i) models of policy uncertainty, in which the decision maker does not know the
function a∗(θ ) that maps observed problem parameters into the utility-maximizing deci-
sion; and (ii) models of noisy perceptions (or noisy parameters), in which the decision maker
exhibits a noisy perception of the parameter θ .
Both of these classes of models are inspired by Bayesian models of noisy perception in

decision neuroscience. These models are typically applied to situations in which a decision
maker must estimate a magnitude – an angle, the number of dots on a screen, and so on.
The decision maker holds a prior about the quantity (say, the average number of dots on the
screen across trials in the experiment), and generates a noisy perceptual signal by inspecting
the quantity (say, by briefly looking at the dot cloud). The decision maker is then assumed
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to combine his prior and the perceptual signal in a Bayesian way, which often gives rise to
attenuated decision rules of the form in eq. (3).
When applied to economic decisions, these models are typically either tweaked or re-

interpreted. As discussed above, the main difficulty in economic choice is usually not the
literal perception of a quantity. Rather, cognitive noise emerges because mapping (or aggre-
gating) a given set of problem fundamentals into a decision is difficult.

Models of policy uncertainty. Ilut and Valchev (2023) propose a model that formalizes
the idea that people do not know the function a∗(θ ) that maps the observed fundamental θ
into the utility-maximizing decision. The decision maker perfectly observes the fundamen-
tal (or state) θ but does not know how to map it into a decision. Through deliberation, the
decision maker generates noisy cognitive signals about the optimal decision at the prevailing
parameter value: s(θ ) = a∗(θ )+ε, and uses this cognitive signal to update about the policy
function. This type of model – that explicitly features uncertainty about the optimal policy
function – is an attractive way to think about why people express cognitive uncertainty and
exhibit noisy decisions. A related model is presented by Yang (2023), in which decision
makers exhibit uncertainty over the function that maps their subjective stock return expec-
tations into their expected-utility-maximizing equity share. Also see the model in Enke and
Graeber (2023).

Noisy perception models. The models summarized above are ones of noisy policy functions.
Another technique to conceptualize the link between noise and behavioral attenuation is
models of noisy perceptions, in particular Bayesian models of cognitive noise (Gabaix, 2019;
Woodford, 2020). The key feature of these models is the assumption that the decision maker
only has a noisy perception of (or pays only partial attention to) the – in principle known –
parameter θ . For example, the decisionmakermay observe a noisy cognitive signal, s = θ+ε,
and thus shrinks the true θ to some prior, akin to equation (3). These models generally
generate attenuation effects. For instance, Khaw et al. (2021, 2022) and Vieider (2022)
show how the probability weighting function can be derived by assuming a noisy perception
of the payout probability, Woodford (2012b,a) and Frydman and Jin (2022) show that the
attenuation of prospect theory’s value function follows from noisy perceptions of the payout
amount, Lian (2021) derives narrow bracketing as an implication of noisy perception of
prices, and Gershman and Bhui (2019), Gabaix and Laibson (2022) and Vieider (2021)
all show how different versions of hyperbolic discounting follow from the idea that either
future utils or the delay in an intertemporal decision problem are perceived with noise.
Da Silveira et al. (2020) show that attenuation to the persistence parameter in forecasting
can be captured through a noisy memory model.
A challenge in interpreting some of these “noisy parameter” or “noisy perception” models

is that they are routinely applied to contexts in which the economic fundamental θ is ob-
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jectively known and saliently displayed. Initially, researchers often interpreted “parameter
noise” as capturing noisy low-level cognition such as misperception of numbers. However, as
evidence both inside and outside of economics accumulated (e.g., Drugowitsch et al., 2016),
it has become clearer that the vast majority of imperfect information processing and noise
do not reflect the literal noisy perception of a number but rather the difficulty of translating
that number into an optimal decision. In response, researchers have taken a probably more
realistic and broader interpretation of “noisy parameter” models as formalizing the difficulty
of aggregating different aspects of the problem into a decision.
Related to this discussion are also drift-diffusion models (Ratcliff, 1978; Ratcliff and

McKoon, 2008; Krajbich et al., 2012; Fudenberg et al., 2018). Unlike the static Bayesian
cognitive noise models, these are sequential sampling models in which the level of uncer-
tainty at the moment of the decision partly reflects the length of deliberation. One way to
interpret the static cognitive noise models is that the level of cognitive noise reflects such
an underlying dynamic process, in which the decision maker sequentially accumulates in-
formation about the uncertain object and combines it into a posterior level of uncertainty.
Regardless of their specifics, the models summarized above generally generate the pre-

diction – routinely confirmed in experimental data – that noise and bias are linked: the
decision maker’s degree of attenuation is correlated with their noisiness. In the models re-
viewed above, bias emerges because of the shrinkage to the invariant default (or prior) d.
This raises the question what this prior is and how it should be specified.

The cognitive default. One interpretation is that the prior corresponds to what “usually
happens” – when we encounter a decision situation, we often have a sense for what we will
do even before we actively deliberate about the problem. In this regard, a useful distinction
is between contexts with which the decision maker has experience, and entirely unfamiliar
environments (as is often the case in abstract lab experiments). In contexts with which peo-
ple have experience, a plausible idea is that the cognitive default decision (the “prior”) may
be shaped by memory: it is given by what one usually does (or did in the past). For example,
when we commute to work, we don’t actively reason about the best route but simply follow
a default strategy, unless the circumstances change in significant ways. There is less consen-
sus in the literature about how the prior should be specified in situations with which the
decision maker has no experience. Some evidence suggests that the default decision consists
of appealing simple heuristics that “make sense on average”. For example, in two-state belief
formation problems, a default decision of 50-50 is correct “on average” if the distribution of
problems is symmetric (Enke and Graeber, 2023; Ba et al., 2022). Similarly, in preferential
choice tasks, a default decision that reflects a “compromise effect” (for example, switching
in the middle of an experimental price list) makes sense if one has average preferences in
the population (e.g., Kamenica, 2008; Beauchamp et al., 2019).
However, overall, there is much we don’t know about what the right way of thinking
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about cognitive defaults is.

Models in psychology. Just like in economics, psychologists explain behavioral attenua-
tion patterns through a variety of noise models that first emerged in the 1990s, such as
Bayesian models of noisy cognition (Chater et al., 2008; Griffiths et al., 2008; Gershman,
2021; Bhatia and Loomes, 2017; He et al., 2019), drift-diffusion models and models of re-
inforcement learning. This line of work is also closely related to models of resource-rational
cognition that enjoy great popularity in cognitive science today (Lieder and Griffiths, 2020),
of which rational inattention can be viewed as a special case. Interestingly, some of the main
challenges that behavioral economists have encountered in working with these models ap-
pear in very similar ways in cognitive psychology. For example, (the lack of) the specification
of the prior in Bayesian cognitive noise models – often criticized by economists – has pro-
duced heated debates also in cognitive psychology (e.g., Bowers and Davis, 2012).

Diminishing sensitivity. If imperfect information processing generates behavioral atten-
uation (insensitivity), then why is it that researchers commonly identify diminishing sensi-
tivity, including occasional excess sensitivity at certain points? In short, the answer is that,
for a variety of potential reasons, some decision problems produce more noise (and hence
attenuation) than others, as I discuss now.

3.2 What Determines the Magnitude of Noise?

The strength of tradeoffs. A recurring theme in this review is that much of the difficulty
of low-dimensional decision problems is driven by the need to aggregate tradeoffs across
different problem dimensions (Tversky and Shafir, 1992). If true, this suggests that noisy
approximations and behavioral attenuation should bemore pronounced if aggregating trade-
offs is more difficult. Indeed, much evidence shows that people’s decisions are considerably
less noisy in the neighborhood of dominance (e.g., Agranov and Ortoleva, 2017; Enke and
Shubatt, 2023; Shubatt and Yang, 2024; Enke et al., 2024a). For example, trading off the
costs and benefits of an additional hour of work is arguably cognitively difficult when the
wage is, say, $35 but it is entirely trivial when the wage is $0. From this perspective, di-
minishing sensitivity is not a counterexample to the prevalence of behavioral attenuation –
instead, it is a result of behavioral attenuation, or more specifically, a result of the fact that
there is less behavioral attenuation in some problems than in others.
A growing body of theoretical and experimental work studies the more general idea

that the strength of across-dimension tradeoffs causes complexity (and hence noise) because
it makes comparisons difficult. Intuitively, holding fixed the aggregated value difference
between two options, they are easier to compare when they are more similar to each other
dimension-by-dimension because the decision maker does not have to deal with pronounced
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tradeoffs across dimensions.
The idea that navigating across-dimension tradeoffs make choice difficult dates back at

least to Tversky (1969). Rubinstein (1988, 2003) suggested that people cancel dimensions
when the attributes are “similar”. More formally, Natenzon (2019) and He and Natenzon
(2022, 2023) formalize the idea that dimension-by-dimension dissimilarity generates com-
parison complexity in multiattribute choice and show that it explains decoy effects. Subse-
quently, Shubatt and Yang (2024) develop a metric of comparison complexity that is ap-
plicable to multi-attribute, lottery and intertemporal choice, which intuitively formalizes
the strength of across-dimension tradeoffs as “distance to dominance.” They show that this
metric of complexity explains a wide range of evidence on the context-dependent nature
of behavioral economics phenomena such as probability weighting, hyperbolic discounting
over money, and systematic preference reversals, including why these anomalies are often
found to depend on the elicitation method (Harbaugh et al., 2010; Andreoni and Sprenger,
2011; Bouchouicha et al., 2023).
A growing body of empirical work documents that tradeoff complexity (dimension-by-

dimension dissimilarity) indeed strongly drives choice mistakes. Enke and Shubatt (2023)
quantify the complexity of lottery choice problems and find that that by far the most impor-
tant determinant of lottery choice complexity is dissimilarity: how disaggregated the overall
expected values difference between two lotteries is across multiple states. Shubatt and Yang
(2024) find similar patterns in multi-attribute and intertemporal choice. Psychologists have
identified very similar patterns (Erev et al., 2010). The estimated effects of dissimilarity on
choice errors are typically very large, suggesting that it is a first-order determinant of the
noisiness of people’s decision process.

Optimizing considerations. A second category of approaches is that the degree of noisi-
ness reflects optimizing considerations: the decision maker chooses how long to deliberate
to trade off the benefits of a more precise cognitive representation against thinking costs.
This broad category of models includes theories of rational inattention (Caplin and Dean,
2015; Caplin et al., 2020) and sparsity (Gabaix, 2014, 2023; Gabaix and Graeber, 2023).
Both of these models predict that cognitive effort devoted to a problem (or a variable) in-
creases in the problem’s importance, such that more important problems give rise to less
noise. I do not discuss the details here because this literature has been reviewed elsewhere
(Maćkowiak et al., 2023; Gabaix, 2019).
Part of this optimizing class of theories are also models of efficient coding (e.g. Friedman,

1989; Robson, 2001; Netzer, 2009; Woodford, 2012a,b; Netzer et al., 2022; Herold and Net-
zer, 2023; Steiner and Stewart, 2016; Frydman and Jin, 2022, 2023; Frydman and Nunnari,
2023; Khaw et al., 2022). The main idea in these models is that the decision maker chooses
to have a more precise (less noisy) mental representation for problems that he encounters
more often. These models very naturally generate diminishing sensitivity with respect to
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frequently-encountered “reference points”. For instance, consider prospect theory’s value
function, which exhibits diminishing sensitivity for both gains and losses. In most applica-
tions, the reference point is a point with which the decision maker has much experience.
Then, efficient coding predicts that the value function (and decisions) are very sensitive to
changes in circumstances around the reference point but insensitive far away from it.
Recent experimental work has applied this idea to lottery choice and strategic decisions

(Frydman and Jin, 2022, 2023; Frydman and Nunnari, 2023). The main insight of this class
of papers is that as people garner more experience with a certain neighborhood of problems,
their decisions becomemore sensitive to variation in fundamentals within this neighborhood
(but not outside of it). For instance, in choosing between risky assets, decisions becomemore
sensitive to any given change in payoffs if the decision maker has encountered these payoffs
more frequently in the past.

3.3 Asymmetric Problem Setups and Spurious Behavioral Motivations

A second reason for why recent research often documents that noise can cause bias is
that prior work often provided evidence for non-standard preferences using discrete choice
paradigms in which even mean-zero noise can systematically push people in the direction
of seeming non-standard preferences. To illustrate, if a researcher offers a series of binary
choices between a lottery and a safe payment where the lottery always has a higher ex-
pected value, then for a large class of utility functions noise will systematically push in the
direction of seeming small-stakes risk aversion. In this spirit, recent experiments have shown
that noise can spuriously generate or exaggerate a seeming demand for commitment in in-
tertemporal decision-making (Carrera et al., 2022), seeming time inconsistency (Strack and
Taubinsky, 2021; Chakraborty et al., 2017), seeming preferences for information avoidance
(Exley and Kessler, 2021), seeming common-ratio Allais violations (McGranaghan et al.,
2022), a seeming preference for certainty (Vieider, 2018), exaggerated estimates of risk
aversion or risk lovingness (Enke and Shubatt, 2023; Belzil and Jagelka, 2020), exagger-
ated estimates of prosociality (Bao and Pei, 2023), seeming violations of axioms in general
(Nielsen and Rehbeck, 2022), and spurious linkages between demographics and preferences
(Andersson et al., 2016; Gillen et al., 2019). For example, half of the people who take up
commitment contracts for higher gym attendance also take up commitment contracts for
lower gym attendance, a reflection of noisy decision making (Carrera et al., 2022). Simi-
larly, in the moral wiggle room literature, half of the people who exhibit “strategic igno-
rance” about their action’s payoff consequences for another person also exhibit “strategic
ignorance” when their actions only concern their own payoffs (Exley and Kessler, 2021).
These results do not (and are often not meant to) show that the original behavioral

motivations do not exist. However, they do show that (i) some of the evidence put forward
in favor of non-standard utility can be confounded by noise and (ii) that we have probably
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overstated their quantitative importance.

4 Comparative Thinking

As emphasized in Section 2, navigating tradeoffs across dimensions requires intensive in-
formation processing, both because it involves an element of aggregation and because it
requires serious introspection about how to bring multiple problem dimensions into a “com-
mon currency.” A second simplification strategy to reduce the difficulty and costliness of
such information processing is to primarily rely on comparative thinking: within-dimension
comparisons rather than aggregation across dimensions.
The insight that people’s assessments of value, utility, quality and the like are typically

relative rather than absolute in nature is one of the most prominent stylized facts in behav-
ioral economics. For example, the basic idea that people implicitly or explicitly compare rele-
vant quantities with (normatively irrelevant) comparison points or reference points features
prominently in theories such as prospect theory and its variants (Kahneman and Tversky,
1979; Kőszegi and Rabin, 2006), disappointment and regret theory (Loomes and Sugden,
1982; Gul, 1991) and models of habit formation (Rozen, 2010). Even recent models of at-
tention and salience (Bordalo et al., 2022c), stereotyping (Bordalo et al., 2016) and caution
(Cerreia-Vioglio et al., 2022) are implicitly models of comparative thinking.
A leading interpretation of reference point effects in choice is that people actually have

reference-dependent utility functions (in terms of their deep wants). I here summarize re-
search suggesting that comparative thinking, instead, reflects a simplification strategy to
deal with the difficulty of information processing across dimensions.⁶ The simple intuition
is that it is often cognitively difficult to produce an absolute assessment or valuation (e.g.,
how much is this wine worth to me?), yet relatively easy to produce a relative assessment
(e.g., this wine is better than the one I had yesterday). The general idea that reference points
and comparison effects are linked to the cognitive difficulty of across-dimension aggregation
is articulated in a range of decision theoretic contributions (e.g., Masatlioglu and Ok, 2005;
Ok et al., 2015; Cerreia-Vioglio et al., 2022).
I will review three types of comparative thinking that have been discussed in the liter-

ature: (i) pairwise comparison effects in choice; (ii) comparisons to normatively irrelevant
quantities (reference point effects); and (iii) sequential contrast effects in quality assess-
ments. Across these categories, the overarching principle will always be the cognitive diffi-
culty of aggregating different problem dimensions.

⁶From this perspective, comparative thinking is related to narrow bracketing (Read et al., 1999; Rabin
and Weizsäcker, 2009; Ellis and Freeman, 2020; Lian, 2021). Narrow bracketing says that, when a decision
maker encounters two decision problems, s/he considers them separately rather than integrating them with
each other. Comparative thinking says that, when a decision maker encounters a single decision problem with
multiple dimensions, s/he considers each dimension (partly) separately rather than first integrating across
dimensions.
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The literature on the cognitive foundations of comparative thinking is one of the least-
developed ones that I cover in this review. Some of the conclusions I suggest below are more
tentative than the ones drawn in other sections.

4.1 Comparison and Reference Point Effects in Choice

4.1.1 Pairwise Comparisons

To start, consider choice problems that are colloquially referred to as “simple” – choice sets
comprising two goods with two dimensions each, such as choosing between an expensive
high-quality wine and a cheap low-quality wine, or between a high probability chance to
win a small amount and a small probability chance to win a large amount. The literature
has distinguished between two different types of mental aggregation processes: (i) com-
parisons of aggregations – the decision maker first aggregates the components within each
option and then compares the aggregated values across options; and (ii) aggregations of
comparisons – the decision maker first compares the options component-by-component and
then aggregates these comparisons (Tversky, 1969). Under neoclassical theory, these two
processes are generally equivalent but in an emerging class of behavioral models they are
not (e.g., Lanzani, 2022a).
In practice, many choice processes appear to reflect more closely comparison processes of

type (ii), in particular when the decision is more difficult. Arieli et al. (2011) study this ques-
tion using eye-tracking. They find that a large fraction of eye movements suggests within-
dimension comparisons. Most relevant from the perspective of this review’s emphasis on the
difficulty of aggregating tradeoffs, they find that the frequency of within-dimension compar-
isons sharply increases when the complexity of the lotteries is increased.⁷
The general idea that people engage in within-dimension comparisons rather than first

aggregating within each option is also supported by a recent stream of work that empirically
highlights that the difficulty of comparing options (within dimensions) has large effects on
choice noise and self-reported uncertainty (Enke and Shubatt, 2023; Shubatt and Yang,
2024).

4.1.2 Comparisons to Normatively Irrelevant Reference Quantities

In principle, engaging in pairwise within-dimension comparisons need not reflect information-
processing limitations because, after all, the decision maker compares two relevant quan-

⁷This evidence is linked to earlier research on both preference reversals and so-called joint-versus-separate
evaluation effects (Hsee, 1996; Hsee et al., 1999). This literature documents that people’s evaluation of choice
options typically differs between contexts in which only one option is presented and one in which people are
asked to produce evaluations of two options. Because people are asked to make the same decision in both
contexts, the leading explanation for a difference in evaluations is that people engage in a pairwise comparison
process when two options are shown. Indeed, Hsee (1996) provides direct evidence that joint-versus-separate
evaluation effects vary systematically with how difficult it is to value the separate product dimensions.
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tities with each other. In a second category of comparative thinking effects, on the other
hand, people compare with normatively irrelevant quantities. This is the typical domain of
reference point effects, where people compare utility-relevant outcomes with comparison
points such as the status quo, what they usually get, what they expect to get, and so on.
Recent work suggests that comparisons to reference points likewise reflect information-

processing constraints. Just like in Section 3.2, this body of work can be partitioned into two
distinct – but conceptually related – explanations: (i) the difficulty of aggregating tradeoffs
across dimensions (or bringing different dimensions into a common currency) and (ii) effi-
cient coding. Both of these accounts explain diminishing sensitivity away from a reference
point as resulting from information-processing imperfections, though for different reasons.
Accounts of tradeoff complexity rely on the idea that people’s decisions are very sensitive
around reference points because they perfectly understand (in an ordinal sense) whether
an outcome is better or worse than a comparison point, but not necessarily by how much.
Accounts of efficient coding rely on the idea that people’s decisions are very sensitive around
reference points because these are points with which they have much experience and values
are, hence, encoded with less noise.

Difficult tradeoffs and reference point effects. To illustrate, suppose that a consumer is
choosing between an expensive high-quality wine and a cheap low-quality wine. Suppose
that the consumer is maximally uncertain about their exchange rate between money and
quality of wine and can, hence, only produce ordinal assessments: whether or not one at-
tribute is better than another one. For example, if the consumer has a reference point of
medium quality and very high price (even higher than the expensive wine), s/he may opt
for the high-quality wine because it delivers a “gain” in both dimensions relative to the
comparison point, whereas the cheap low-quality wine would only produce one positive
comparison. In this example, the consumer exhibits reference-dependent behavior purely
for cognitive reasons, because s/he cannot aggregate across problem dimensions.
Enke and Graeber (2024) document that reference point effects indeed strongly vary

with the difficulty of across-dimension aggregation. When the difficulty of bringing differ-
ent problem dimensions into a common currency is exogenously decreased, classical refer-
ence point effects become considerably weaker or even disappear. For example, the widely-
studied dependence of effort supply on past wages (e.g., Camerer et al., 1997; Abeler et al.,
2011) almost entirely disappears when the difficulty of trading off money and leisure is
experimentally reduced.

Efficient coding. Woodford (2012a,b) and Frydman and Jin (2022) suggest that reference
point effects – in particular diminishing sensitivity away from reference points – reflect
efficient coding of quantities. The idea is that the brain optimally encodes quantities in a
more precise way (and thus produces a higher sensitivity of decisions) when these quantities
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are encountered more frequently. According to this logic, reasonably large gains and losses
are mentally compressed towards zero because they are less frequently encountered. To
provide evidence for these ideas Frydman and Jin (2022) document that the sensitivity of
decisions (and, hence, of prospect theory’s implied value function) strongly increases in how
much experience a decision maker has with the relevant quantities.
The idea of efficient coding naturally generates diminishing sensitivity around frequently-

encountered points. Yet efficient coders do not compare quantities to a reference point. Thus
from a psychological perspective efficient coding is an unlikely explanation of comparative
thinking (though it likely contributes to diminishing sensitivity).

Normalizations. The idea that limits on information-processing capacity drive compari-
son effects implicitly also appears in work on relative thinking and normalization. This litera-
ture effectively says that any given within-dimension difference between two choice options
matters more for decisions the smaller other “comparison quantities” in that dimension are.
Different models take different views of what this “comparison quantity” is. Models of di-
visive normalization posit that, when people compare two options along one dimension,
they normalize the difference by the average value in the set (Soltani et al., 2012; Webb
et al., 2021; Landry and Webb, 2021). Relatedly, the salience model of Bordalo et al. (2012,
2013, 2022c) also features an averages-based normalization (in addition to a “differences-
stand-out” element that will be discussed in Section 5). In both classes of models, a given
difference in attribute values matters more for decisions when the average attribute is small.
This captures the inutuition that the difference between 30 and 20 seems larger than the
difference between 530 and 520.
Models of relative thinking, on the other hand, posit that within-dimension comparisons

are not normalized by the average but by the range of values in the set (Bushong et al., 2021).
This captures the intuition that the difference between 30 and 20 seems larger when the
third option is 19 than when it is 0.
Regardless of the specifics of the models, they all afford a straightforward interpretation

through the lens of information processing, in particular the difficulty of navigating trade-
offs across dimensions. When people do not really know how to translate a given problem
dimension into a “common currency” (e.g., utils), then the range or magnitude of attribute
values in the choice set provides a plausible cue about how large and important the attribute
difference in that domain actually is in utility terms. From this perspective, the simplifica-
tion strategy of weighing more heavily dimensions with small range or average attributes
may “make sense”.
A range of recent experimental contributions has provided evidence in favor of comparison-

based thinking in line with range- or average-based normalization. This includes settings
such as lottery choice (Soltani et al., 2012; Frydman andMormann, 2018), consumer choice
(Somerville, 2022; Dertwinkel-Kalt et al., 2017) and effort provision (Bushong et al., 2021).
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Across these contributions, the key message is that within-dimension differences loom larger
(and, hence, matter more for decisions) when the average or range of values in the set is
smaller.
Future work could helpfully study to what degree these range- or average-based nor-

malization effects depend on the difficulty of aggregating tradeoffs or bringing different
dimensions into a common currency.

4.2 Quality Assessments

One indication that reference point effects are ultimately cognitive (rather than preferences-
based) in nature is that there is a large body of evidence on the existence of compara-
tive thinking with respect to normatively irrelevant points also in decision domains that
do not involve preferences. The leading example is the so-called sequential contrast effect,
which holds that – in magnitude or quality estimation – a quantity appears larger if the
previously-encountered quantity (the comparison point) is smaller. For example, economists
have shown that assessments of candidate quality sharply decrease in the quality of the
immediately-preceeding candidate (Bhargava and Fisman, 2014; Radbruch and Schiprowski,
2022) or that positive earnings surprises have larger impacts on stock prices if yesterday’s
earnings surprise was negative (Hartzmark and Shue, 2018). The common rationale behind
these patterns is that when people try to judge the quality or value of an object, they do
not really know how to bring the different dimensions into the same currency. For instance,
in hiring contexts, it is cognitively easier to know that “candidate A has better math grades
than candidate B” than to produce a precise quantitative evaluation of how candidate A’s
math grades should map into an overall quality assessment on a scale from, say, zero to
ten. Enke and Graeber (2024) provide experimental evidence for this. They document that
when the difficulty of translating different dimensions of quality into a common currency is
exogenously increased, sequential contrast effects become considerably stronger.

Summary. In summary, the entirety of the evidence summarized above suggests that the
process of comparing within dimensions is a simplification strategy used to address the cog-
nitive difficulty of translating different dimensions into a common currency. As noted above,
the literature on the information-processing origins of comparative thinking and reference
point effects is less developed than some of the other literatures reviewed here. This is true
both empirically and in terms of theory. For instance, theoretical models that formalize com-
parative thinking as resulting from information-processing imperfections are still relatively
rare at this point.
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5 Reducing Cardinality

The simplification strategies summarized so far rely on the idea that people use all of the
available information, albeit in a noisy and comparative way. According to this literature,
people make mistakes, but they never fundamentally misunderstand a problem or even en-
tirely ignore an aspect that actually matters. These simplification strategies predominantly
apply to situations in which the problem is reasonably low-dimensional, such that all vari-
ables and options can actually be considered, compared and approximated. Yet in many
economic applications, the set of variables to be considered is large. In these contexts, it is
implausible that the decision maker can engage in a comparison process within each rele-
vant problem dimension, or noisily approximate the value of each option. Instead, a more
plausible simplification strategy is to work with a subset of the available information (or a
subset of variables), and to decide based on what’s top of mind due to selective attention
and / or selective memory.
At a high level, the literature on reducing the dimensionality of the problem through se-

lective attention and memory can be partitioned into two streams. First, work that explicitly
posits an optimizing or goal-driven element: people mostly attend to, and remember, those
aspects that are more important for the problem at hand. This is the literature on ratio-
nal inattention, sparsity and optimal bounded memory. Second, work that emphasizes the
importance of stimuli and context: people mostly attend to, and remember, those aspects
that are cued by the decision environment, regardless of whether or not they are actually
important for the problem at hand.
While these two approaches appear to reflect fundamentally different approaches to

thinking about simplification strategies (and while they certainly are very different from
each other at a formal level), I believe that many of the stimulus-driven simplification strate-
gies are likewise best understood as broadly-optimal solutions to the basic constraints of lim-
ited attention and limited memory. For example, models of stimulus-driven attention and
salience posit that people predominantly attend to problem dimensions that exhibit large
variation (e.g. Bordalo et al., 2022c; Kőszegi and Szeidl, 2013). While this may be wrong
in any given problem, it appears that such a strategy does make sense “on average” (across
problems), and indeed optimizing models of attention allocation generate exactly this pre-
diction (Gabaix, 2019; Maćkowiak et al., 2023). Likewise, models of stimulus-driven recall
emphasize that people predominantly recall information that was experienced in a context
that is similar to the current decision context (Mullainathan, 2002; Bordalo et al., 2023b).
Again, this may lead to mistakes in any given situation but appears to broadly make sense
“on average”. After all, situations encountered in the past that are similar to the current
decision are likely more informative than completely unrelated decisions.
A useful way to think about optimizing versus stimulus-driven approaches to attention

and memory is, hence, that both capture ecologically-rational heuristics, albeit of the form
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that in optimizing approaches the attention and memory allocation is optimal even for the
specific problem at hand, while in the stimulus-based approaches it is only optimal on average.
In what follows, I first discuss evidence of situations in which people entirely ignore or

heavily underweight some aspect of the problem, and then summarizemodels that formalize
psychological forces that can generate such effects.

5.1 Evidence on Incomplete Representations

By “incomplete representations” I mean situations in which people’s decisions suggest that
some problem aspect doesn’t even come to mind and is fully neglected, for example when
some people entirely miss an edge in the network that represents the true causal structure
of the economy. As a result, decisions tend to exhibit a pronounced multi-modal structure
that is typically absent when noisy approximations or comparative thinking dominate the
decision process.
A useful way to descriptively organize these patterns – through not to adequately repre-

sent the cognitive mechanisms at work – is through directed acyclic graphs (Spiegler, 2016,
2020). We can distinguish between two classes of regularities that the literature has accumu-
lated: (i) people entirely miss an edge in the deeper structure of the network (or “system”)
that produces the data, and excessively focus on what’s most immediate or visible; and (ii)
people ignore even some of the immediately presented evidence.

System neglect. There is much evidence in psychology and decision research to suggest
that people tend to excessively focus on the salient, immediately visible “output” (data) that
a causal structure produces, rather than on the features of the underlying data-generating
process (e.g., Massey andWu, 2005; Fiedler and Juslin, 2006). The majority of experimental
results that have this structure are found in the domain of belief updating. Consistent with
the emphasis in this review, all of these experiments are characterized by their focus on how
people aggregate multiple pieces of information. A repeated pattern in the literature is the
existence of two “types” that can be understood as having different mental models of the
data-generating process: those who are rational and those who simplify by entirely ignor-
ing a link and implicitly treating the observed messages as if they equaled the underlying
signals. This simple logic of an incorrect mental model (that equates signals and messages)
descriptively organizes the strongly bi-modal response patterns in experiments on correla-
tion neglect (Enke and Zimmermann, 2019), selection neglect (Enke, 2020; Jin et al., 2021;
Barron et al., 2023), omitted variable bias (Graeber, 2022) and de-Groot updating in social
networks experiments (Grimm and Mengel, 2014; Chandrasekhar et al., 2020). A recurring
result in this literature is that drawing people’s attention to the previously-neglected aspect
of the data-generating process has large effects on behavior, consistent with the idea that
incorrect mental representations are partly driven by selective attention.
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Closely related to this evidence on system neglect is work on neglect of indirect effects,
most notably of equilibrium effects (Dal Bó et al., 2018; Andre et al., 2023b). This work
suggests that people do not pay sufficient attention to how others’ behavior is driven by fun-
damentals, and even when they do, they pay insufficient attention to how such behavioral
responses would impact aggregates. Again, we can think of these patterns through the lens
of a simplified representation of the data-generating process in whic certain edges are elim-
inated. This work on incorrect representations of data-generating processes is increasingly
used also in applied contexts, including mental models of the stock market, inflation, and
the macroeconomy (Andre et al., 2022, 2023a,b).

Data neglect. The general idea that people simplify by entirely ignoring certain problem
aspects is also present in work on belief formation that studies how people combine base
rates and likelihoods in experimental two-states-binary-signals belief updating paradigms.
This is again a problem of aggregation, except that now base rate and likelihood need to be
traded off against each other, rather than different signals. A recurring pattern in the liter-
ature is that, in these problems, reported posterior beliefs also often exhibit a multi-modal
structure: (i) some people who are rational; (ii) some people who report back the base rate;
and (iii) people who report back the likelihood (Fan et al., 2023; Bordalo et al., 2023a;
Esponda et al., 2020). This suggests that people selectively truncate problem aspects. Bor-
dalo et al. (2023a) present a model that explains these patterns as resulting from selective
attention – people are modeled as paying attention to only one statistic (the base rate or the
likelihood ratio) depending on which one is more salient.
Similarly, Conlon (2023) documents that people tend to entirely ignore some dimensions

in multi-attribute choice. As in many other contributions in this literature, nudging people’s
attention to certain aspects of the problem has large effects on observed behavior.
In the field, Hanna et al. (2014) study the behavior of seaweed farmers who need to

take into account many input dimensions. These farmers entirely neglect the relevance of
a particularly important input feature even though data on it is readily available. Consis-
tent with an incorrect mental model driving a failure to optimize, the farmer’s decisions
substanstially improve when their attention is drawn to previously-unnoticed relationships.
Just like in the case of the lab experimental evidence, there is hence reason to believe that
selective attention is a major driver of incorrect mental models.

Contingent reasoning. Many economic decisions require people to reason through future
(unrealized) hypotheticals. Yet the need to aggregate multiple future hypotheticals poten-
tially introduces severe cognitive information-processing demands, for two reasons. First,
people do not necessarily organically mentallly represent the full state space in the ways
our models envision. Second, even conditional on representing the state space in a certain
way, information processing is required to aggregate across different states, some of which
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may be more top of mind than others.
A rapidly-growing recent literature documents that people often mentally misrepresent

decision problems through failures of contingent reasoning, by failing to properly attend
to the decision-relevant states of the world. This literature, reviewed in Niederle and Vespa
(2023), grew out of the experimental game theory literature, in particular the work on
overbidding in auctions and cursed equilibrium (Kagel, 1990; Eyster and Rabin, 2005).
Recent work on this topic is a prime example of research on cognitive foundations in its

desire to document that the failure to properly condition on (and attend to) future hypo-
theticals is a driver behind multiple behavioral anomalies. This idea was first articulated by
Esponda and Vespa (2023), who document that overbidding in auctions, mistakes in voting
and Ellsberg paradoxes are all partly driven by a failure of contingent reasoning. A main
empirical innovation in this work is to switch the need to reason through multiple hypo-
theticals on and off, thereby directing people’s attention to the main decision-relevant state
of the world. For example, Esponda and Vespa (2023) document that the two-urn Ellsberg
paradox is significantly weakened once people are prodded to focus on the decision-relevant
state, in much the same way as common-value voting improves once people are induced to
focus on the state of being pivotal (Esponda and Vespa, 2014).
In conceptual terms, one way to understand this literature is that people find it cogni-

tively challenging to aggregate across many unrealized states of the world, and thus form
a mental representation of the problem according to which all states are “equally relevant”.
In this sense, work on contingent reasoning is a prime example of the importance of aggre-
gating tradeoffs across dimensions (states) that I highlight in this review.
The broad idea of failures in contingent reasoning driving behavior has been leveraged to

understand behavior across multiple different contexts, including the winner’s curse (Char-
ness and Levin, 2009; Martínez-Marquina et al., 2019; Nagel et al., 2023), common-values
voting (Esponda and Vespa, 2014), mistakes in annuity take-up (Luttmer et al., 2023), pub-
lic goods provision and redistributive behavior that is insensitive to circumstances (Andre,
2022; Calford and Cason, 2022), learning from market prices (Ngangoué and Weizsäcker,
2021) and mechanism design (Kendall and Chakraborty, 2022).
This long list indicates significant progress in the quest for cognitive foundations that

generate multiple anomalies. After all, each of the various literatures mentioned above had
developed idiosyncratic explanations and models for the phenomena they sought to explain.
Yet taking a step back and looking across literatures, recent work suggests that many anoma-
lies reflect that people entertain mental representations in which the decision-relevant state
is not top of mind.
Building on this body of evidence, theorists have developed models that formalize peo-

ple’s difficulty in thinking through hypotheticals and draw out corresponding implications
for strategic decision making (e.g., Li, 2017; Cohen and Li, 2022; Pycia and Troyan, 2023).
See the discussion and review in Li (2024).
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5.2 Goal-Directed Attention and Memory

A large and growing literature studies the role of goal-directed attention and memory. The
main idea is that people attend to, and remember, what they believe to be important. Again,
a main motivation for this literature is the existence of information processing constraints –
too many things go on in our lives, too many variables need to be attended to and too much
information needs to be stored in memory.

Rational expectations approaches. The largest andmost prominent literature on directed
attention is the one on rational inattention and sparsity (Gabaix, 2014). This refers to a
model of information acquisition in which the amount of information that is acquired is
subject to a cost, often parameterized by the expected reduction in entropy that information
induces (thus more informative signals are costlier). The theory literature on goal-driven
inattention is reviewed in great detail in Maćkowiak et al. (2023) and Gabaix (2019), so I
here focus on the extant experimental evidence.
Direct tests of the rational inattention model often rely on so-called psychometric tasks

from psychology. In these tasks, subjects solve simple perceptual decision problems such
as determining whether the majority of colored dots on a screen is red or blue (Caplin
and Dean, 2015; Caplin et al., 2020; Dean and Neligh, 2023). The researchers then vary
aspects of these decision tasks to study how performance varies as a function of incentives
and problem setup. These experiments reveal that rational inattention explains information
search and decisions well in a qualitative sense (Caplin and Dean, 2015), with the important
caveat discussed in Section 3 – that performance tends to be considerably less sensitive to
incentives than predicted by canonical rational inattention models (Dean and Neligh, 2023).
At this point, most direct tests of rational inattention rely on perceptual decision tasks. A

fruitful path forward would be to study whether behavior in more standard economic choice
tasks (even if in the lab) can be understood through the lens of the rational inattention
framework. A notable exception is Bartoš et al. (2016) discussed in Section 10.

Model-driven inattention: Learning what matters. In models of rational inattention and
sparsity, the decision maker has rational expectations about which variables matter how
much. A second class of models instead assumes that the decision maker needs to learn the
structure of the problem over time, in particular which variables influence the outcome of
interest in which way (Schwartzstein, 2014; Gagnon-Bartsch et al., 2021; Fudenberg and
Lanzani, 2023). In these models, people attend to variables or dimensions that they expect
to be relevant given their current worldview, which need not necessarily be correct. As a
result, people may persistently fail to learn important patterns in the data if their initial
incorrect model says that the corresponding variables are unimportant.
The fact that this class of models does not rely on optimal cognition links it to procedural
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models of directed attention such as Gabaix and Laibson (2000), Gabaix and Laibson (2005)
and Gabaix et al. (2011). These papers propose and experimentally test cognitive algorithms
for information acquisition. For example, in searching for information, people may behave
as if the current search step were the last one (Gabaix et al., 2011) or they may ignore
low-probability events (Gabaix and Laibson, 2000).
A notable feature of this class of models is that – unlikemost of the theoretical approaches

and empirical regularities discussed earlier – they produce discretely misspecified mental
models. In other words, these models capture the idea that when a problem is difficult, one
way to simplify is to “truncate” – to entirely ignore aspects of the problem that are difficult
to understand or deemed unimportant.⁸ As a result, models in this vein (and corresponding
experimental evidence) often generate large spikes at incorrect decisions, rather than the
usually more continuous mistakes described by models of behavioral attenuation or what’s
top of mind.
There is direct evidence for the idea that an initial misrepresentation of a decision prob-

lem affects subsequent attention allocation, in a way that an initial misrepresentation can
induce a permanent failure to learn. Esponda et al. (2020) present experiments in which
people receive stochastic feedback about their performance in a base-rate neglect problem.
They find that when people are initially given a chance to form a mental representation of
the problem, they do not adjust their beliefs in response to feedback (presumably because
they believe they have understood the problem and don’t need to pay attention to the feed-
back). In contrast, when people are no given an opportunity to come up with a mental
problem representation because they do not know the precise problem primitives, feedback
strongly affects reported beliefs. This suggests that excessive confidence in an initial incor-
rect model can persist because it induces people to stop paying attention to feedback.

Model selection. A final example of the general idea that people simplify excessively com-
plex problems by entirely ignoring some problem aspects is the literature on model selection
and model-based persuasion. Consider a decision maker who entertains multiple subjective
mental models of the world. For example, the decision maker is looking to update his be-
liefs about future inflation, but may be uncertain over whether oil price shocks do or do not
impact inflation. In situations like these, a Bayesian would compute beliefs conditional on
each model of the world and then average across potential models. This is again a problem
of aggregation that could pose a high degree of representational complexity if there are
many potential models.
A recent theory literature posits that people simplify this problem by attending to only

onemodel and updating beliefs purely based on this one. For example, people may select the

⁸Theorists have devoted much attention to formalizing, characterizing and investigating the dynamic prop-
erties of generic incorrect mental models, without taking a stance on what the concrete misspecification is (e.g.,
Spiegler, 2016, 2020; Esponda and Pouzo, 2016; Bohren and Hauser, 2021; Heidhues et al., 2018; Fudenberg
et al., 2022; Lanzani, 2022b).
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model that offers the best fit of the available data given people’s prior beliefs (Schwartzstein
and Sunderam, 2021, 2022; Aina, 2021). This is an example of goal-driven attention just
like the ones above because people are assumed to (exclusively) attend to worldviews and
narratives that are compelling. Barron and Fries (2023) provide experimental evidence that
is consistent with such models. They document in a sender-receiver context that receivers
are more likely to adopt the mental model that a sender with strategic motives suggested
to them if that model has a good fit. In contrast, Kendall and Charles (2022) find that their
subjects engage in model-averaging behavior, akin to the way a Bayesian averages models.

Goal-directed memory. A nascent literature studies optimal memory when there is a cost
or another type of hard constraint on what can be remembered. In contrast to the literature
on similarity-based recall, this body of work derives features of recall based on what’s opti-
mal (subject to a constraint) rather than by formalizing known recall biases from psychology.
Examples in this literature include the contributions of Wilson (2014), Azeredo da Silveira
and Woodford (2019); Da Silveira et al. (2020) and Bakhtin et al. (2023). Each of these
papers focuses on laying out how (optimal) costly memory can explain a variety of biases in
information processing or forecasting. At this point, however, direct empirical evidence on
this class of models is missing.

5.3 Stimulus-Driven Attention

The literature on stimulus-driven attention rests on the idea that people intuitively over-
weight aspects of the problem that are salient or stand out. A large literature in psychology
documents that low-level cues (such as red font) attract disproportionate attention. A main
objective in the economics literature is to formalize “economic” determinants of stimulus-
driven attention, such as how the distribution of prices (rather than how the prices are
displayed) shapes choice.
Two interrelated features characterize this literature. First, work on the topic has heav-

ily relied on models of context-dependence. In choice contexts, this means that a decision
maker’s evaluation of a given choice option partly depends on the other options in the set. In
inference and prediction contexts, it means that the decision maker’s assessment of a given
hypothesis partly depends on which alternative hypothesis is considered. Second, and relat-
edly, this literature implicitly or explicitly emphasizes that differences (or variability) attract
attention. For example, a price may stand out because it appears unusually large or small,
or an attribute may stand out because it is much more frequent in one population than in
another. Because such differences attract attention, they receive disproportionate weight in
the decision process. As a result, in contrast to the work on behavioral attenuation and com-
parative thinking summarized above, research on what’s top of mind generates that people’s
relative weights between different problem components are systematically distorted.
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5.3.1 Choice

To illustrate, suppose that a decision-maker’s optimal decision (i.e., their utility-maximizing
choice or the normatively correct posterior belief) is given by a weighted average of different
problem components, a∗(θ ) =

∑

j β jθ j. Then, much of the literature can be summarized as
representing special cases of attention-distorted decision rules of the form:

a =
∑

j

w( β j
︸︷︷︸

Normative weight

, θ j, θ− j, c
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Context dependence

) θ j , (5)

where w(·) is an attention-based weighting function that captures “what’s top of mind” or
“what stands out”. Importantly, this weighting function potentially depends on the attribute
values of all options in the set, θi and θ−i, as well as contextual cues, c. This generates
context-dependence because the choice between two options can be affected by the charac-
teristics of other options through its impact on the weighting function. Similarly, the assess-
ment of one hypothesis can be affected by the characteristics of other hypothesis that are
actively considered.
The models and empirical applications in the literature differ in how they specify the

weighting function, as discussed below. However, the overarching principle is always the
same – that a dimension or problem component receives disporportionate weight when it
attracts attention, which is the case when differences (or relative differences) are large.
A final general comment concerns the mathematical formalism that these literatures

often rely on. Unlike most of the models reviewed above, they do not explicitly model infor-
mation processing (as in, for example, when a decision maker receives a noisy signal about
what their optimal policy function looks like). Instead, as illustrated in equation (5), they put
a reduced-form weighting function into the utility function. However, the interpretation of
this is usually not that people’s experienced utility actually depends more strongly on those
dimensions that receive high decision weights but, instead, that people selectively allocate
attention due to bounds in information processing capacity. In other words, these are usu-
ally mathematical representations of perceived (“decision”) utility rather than experienced
utility.
Consider the saliencemodel proposed and reviewed in Bordalo et al. (2012, 2013, 2022c).

In this model, the weight of dimension j for good i increases in the distance between i’s at-
tribute value and the average attribute in dimension j, normalized by the average attribute
in the dimension, w j

i = f
�

|θ j
i −θ̄

j |
θ̄ j

�

. Thus in this model, percentage differences are said to
attract attention, in a way that follows an explicit comparison (or reference point) logic.⁹
For instance, in a two-item menu, the relative weight of each dimension is pinned down by
a pairwise within-dimension comparison, such that the dimension receives higher weight if

⁹Various papers have discussed the connection between salience and earlier implicit reference points mod-
els such as regret theory, see Herweg and Müller (2021); Ellis and Masatlioglu (2019); Lanzani (2022a).
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the options are more spread out in that dimension (in percentage terms).
The focusing model of Kőszegi and Szeidl (2013) instead assumes that the weight of

each dimension is given by the (utility-weighted) range of attribute values in that dimension,
w j = f (max u(θ j

i )−min u(θ j
i )). Similarly to the salience model, this captures the idea that

differences and variation attract attention. One interpretation of these models is that they
capture a quasi-rational heuristic of paying special attention to dimensions in which the
available options exhibit lots of variation (clearly a dimension can be ignored if all options
in the set are equal in that dimension). This model can, hence, be understood as a heuristic
version of an optimizing attention model.
As summarized in Bordalo et al. (2022c), a wide range of empirical evidence can be

interpreted through the lens of context-dependent choice models, including decoy effects,
context-dependent willingness-to-pay and demand for positively skewed financial assets.
Some of the more direct experimental tests of specific elements of context-dependence in-
clude Dertwinkel-Kalt and Köster (2020a,b) and Bruhin et al. (2022).
Interestingly, the models of Kőszegi and Szeidl (2013) and Bordalo et al. (2013) are

very similar at a technical level to the relative thinking (normalization) model of Bushong
et al. (2021), except that the latter assumes that – building on the psychology of comparison
and normalization – a higher range of attribute values decreases the decision weight that’s
attached to a particular dimension. Perhaps the leading view in the literature is that these
models – while mathematically very similar – capture two different types of psychology that
play out in different contexts. The “differences-attract-attention” view is probably correct
in high-dimensional problems in which attention is a scarce resource. For example, when
deciding between 10 options, each of which has 10 different dimensions, it is plausible that
people focus on goods and dimensions that stand out because they exhibit large variation.
In contrast, the relative thinking logic applies to smaller choice sets in which people can
directly compare all relevant options and dimensions.
The extant experimental evidence is consistent with this view. First, as noted above,

experiments in low-dimensional contexts tend to find that the relative thinking and compari-
son logic dominates (Soltani et al., 2012; Somerville, 2022; Bushong et al., 2021; Dertwinkel-
Kalt et al., 2017; Frydman andMormann, 2018). These are all experiments in which subjects
choose among two or three goods, each of which has a very small number of dimensions
(typically two). In contrast, more high-dimensional experiments tend to find support for the
differences-attract-attention perspective. For example, Dertwinkel-Kalt et al. (2022) docu-
ment that intertemporal decisions over many future dates are heavily biased towards large
differences. Similarly, Bohren et al. (2024) ask experimental participants to choose between
two assets with a large number of distinct payout states, and find that people heavily over-
weight those states in which the two assets have large payout differences.
The literature on field applications of inattention is relatively sizable, in particular in

the context of shrouding of attributes (e.g., Chetty et al., 2009; Brown et al., 2010; Bradley
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and Feldman, 2020). However, few papers test the more specific predictions that different
models of salience or focusing make. An exception is Hastings and Shapiro (2013) who show
that salience effects explain a part of observed consumption changes when gasoline prices
rise.

Visual salience. Most of the experimental literature on salience and focusing investigates
the predictions of models in which context-dependence is driven by payoffs or objective at-
tribute features (what one might call “economic salience”). A complementary line of work
has highlighted that attention allocation also depends on visual salience in ways that are
orthogonal to economic salience. For example, Li and Camerer (2022) document in a con-
sumer choice experiment that participants are less likely to make choice mistakes if the
higher-value option is also the visually salient one. Notably, the setup of their experiment
is such that an objectively correct solution exists, such that the only relevant cognitive dif-
ficulty consists of mentally aggregating the different constituent components of a choice
options. This highlights that responding to visual salience is a simplification strategy to the
difficulty or costs of aggregating and trading off problem dimensions, much like behavioral
attenuation is.
In a related study, Bose et al. (2022) show that forecasts of autocorrelated processes

based on standard price charts significantly depend on which part of the price chart is vi-
sually salient. For example, when positive past returns patterns are visually salient, people
overestimate future returns and invest more into the respective stock. These results are de-
rived by importing machine learning algorithms that predict the visual salience of different
parts of images.

5.3.2 Beliefs

Closely related to work on salience and focusing in choice is research on inference and
prediction that highlights the importance of the differences-attract-attention principle. Ac-
cording to a growing body of work, people disproportionately overweight information that
is representative of the underlying population. Here, representativeness is again defined in
a comparative way (e.g., Gennaioli and Shleifer, 2010; Bordalo et al., 2016, 2018, 2022b).
In a nutshell, the decision maker asks: how likely is it that I would observe this information
under hypothesis (or state of the world) A, relative to how likely it is under hypothesis B? If
this difference is large, people are said to overweight the information relative to their prior,
and hence overreact.
Notice the close analogy between models of differences-attract-attention in choice and

beliefs – in both contexts, the models and empirical evidence suggest that people respond to
real differences, yet exaggerate these differences when they are large (because they attract
attention).
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While the idea of representativeness goes back decades (e.g. Kahneman and Tversky,
1972; Camerer, 1987), it was reinvigorated with the cognitive turn, partly because it appears
to reflect the working of attention andmemory (Bordalo et al., 2021, 2022b, 2023b;Wachter
and Kahana, 2023).

Evidence. Various lab experiments have confirmed that reasoning in the form of represen-
tativeness generally produces a type of overreaction effect. For example, representativeness
can be understood as underlying stereotyping in the domains of gender (Bordalo et al.,
2019), politics (Bordalo et al., 2016) and information processing (Esponda et al., 2023).
In all of these contexts, the main empirical pattern is that when a true difference between
groups or states of the world exists, people exaggerate it.
The general idea that people’s beliefs reflect the exaggeration of true differences has also

been applied in ecological applications. Conlon and Patel (2022) document that undergrad-
uate students strongly stereotype the link between college major choice and subsequent
occupational outcomes – they exaggerate the likelihood that enrolling in a major will lead
them to take up a job that is most representative of that major.

Complexity, what’s top of mind, and behavioral attenuation. The perspective of this re-
view is that the tendency to overweight what stands out is a simplification strategy just
like behavioral attenuation and comparative thinking (indeed, as noted above, focusing
on what stands out constitutes a form of comparative thinking itself). This said, at this
point, there are fewer contributions that have directly studied the link between imperfect
information processing (or complexity) and acting based on what’s top of mind. Two no-
table exceptions are Dertwinkel-Kalt and Köster (2020b) and Ba et al. (2022). Ba et al.
(2022) propose a model in which the distinction between representational and computa-
tional complexity takes center stage. In a first step, the decision maker is assumed to reduce
representational complexity by over-attending to states of the world that stand out (accord-
ing to what is representative). In a second step, the decision maker reduces computational
complexity through noisy approximation and resulting behavioral attenuation. Theirs is the
only framework at this point that combines multiple different simplification strategies. They
document experimental support for the model’s predictions, in particular by showing that
increasing representational complexity increases the importance of representativeness. In
contrast, Dertwinkel-Kalt and Köster (2020b) use a lab experiment to document that peo-
ple react to salient aspects of a portfolio choice problems regardless of whether or not it is
computationally complex.
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5.4 Similarity-Based Recall

Closely related to work on stimulus-driven (bottom-up) attention is research on stimulus-
driven memory. Indeed, what’s top of mind in the moment of making a decision is not only
determined by the differences-attract-attention principle but also by which particular mem-
ories get cued by a decision context. To illustrate, a retail investor who struggles with the
cognitive difficulty of processing and aggregating all available information about the market
may only have specific instances from the past top of mind, based on which contextual cues
he is exposed to today.
This raises the general question of which problem aspects tend to be top of mind because

they get cued in memory. Probably the most important and most robust result in memory
research is that recall is associative in nature (or similarity-based): people are more likely
to remember things that are similar to what they observe today. Hundreds, if not thousands,
of papers in psychology and decision neuroscience rest on this principle (see, for example,
Tversky, 1977; Kahana, 2012; Baddeley, 2013). Thus work on the topic either implicitly
or explicitly features a similarity metric between current and past decision contexts. Im-
portantly, similarity is not necessarily only defined on objectively relevant features of the
problem, but potentially also on contextual cues (narratives, images etc.).

5.4.1 Beliefs

To illustrate this class of models, suppose that a decision maker’s true utility-maximizing
decision is given by a∗(w, x) =

∑

βi x i, where x i are realizations of the attributes. For exam-
ple, product demand is a weighted average of product attributes, or the rational posterior
belief is given by a weighted average of various information signals. Further suppose that
the attributes are not necessarily visible (or top of mind) today, meaning that the decision
maker must activate or retrieve them from memory. Today, the decision maker faces contex-
tual cues cT , while the attributes were initially experienced in context cH . Then, a strand of
the literature on similarity-based recall can be understood as representing special cases of
the decison rule

ao(w,θ , cT , cH) =
∑

S(cT , cH) β j θ j , (6)

where S(·) is a similarity function. Thus in these models an attribute only affects decisions
to the degree that it was experienced in a context that is similar to today’s context. As noted
above, here the “context” can include both the attribute realizations and payoff-irrelevant
contextual features that affect similarity judgments and recall.

Theories. The main starting point for all theories of expectation formation based on mem-
ory retrieval is that, in reality, people rarely have access to concrete statistics that summarize
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for them the relevant probabilities. Instead, people retrieve past experiences from memory
and combine them into probabilistic forecasts. As a result, unlike the vast majority of models
of belief formation in the (behavioral) economics literature, memory-based theories model
how people recall personal experiences, rather than how they use statistics such as base
rates.
The first example of this class of models is Mullainathan (2002) who formalizes the idea

of associative recall in the context of expectation formation. A key prediction of this model
as well as most subsequent ones discussed below is that of memory-driven overreaction. To
illustrate, suppose that attributes (or news) x i are correlated with the occurrence of certain
contextual cues. For example, good news about the stock market always appear with images
of bulls and upward-sloping trend lines, while bad news are usually associated with images
of bears. Then, if a decision-maker receives positive news (and the associated images) today,
then similarity-based recall could induce them to asymmetrically remember only those past
news (or attribute realizations) that are similar to today’s news. As a result, the beliefs and
behavior of the decision maker look like they overreact to news, purely as a result of how
the news affect how the decision maker reconstructs prior knowledge. In a nutshell, models
of associative recall often generate a form of overreaction to news because they encompass
both a direct and an indirect effect of news – the direct effect is the standard process of
belief updating following news, while the indirect one is that recent news may affect what
people recall from the past, which then also affects beliefs.
Kőszegi et al. (2022) use a similar setup to study excessive confidence swings. They

observe that if low confidence cues the recollection of negative news about the self, there
exist multiple fragile confidence equilibria, in which excessively high or excessively low
confidence and selective the memories that they trigger sustain each other. As a result, akin
to Mullainathan (2002), recent news can trigger large belief movements because they have
both a direct effect and an indirect effect through people’s mood and the selective memories
that it induces.
Malmendier and Veldkamp (2022) apply the idea of similarity to the domain of inter-

personal communication. They model a decision-maker who is more inclined to accept and
act on news that “resonates”, for example because the sender has similar objective charac-
teristics as the receiver.
Bordalo et al. (2023b) and Bordalo et al. (2022a) develop and apply a model of how

people form beliefs and expectations when the recollection of events is governed by two
principles: similarity and interference. First, events are more likely to be recalled when they
are more similar to (or when they were experienced in a context that is more similar to) what
is considered today. Second, events are less likely to be recalled the more similar they are
to alternative hypotheses or events. While the principle of similarity is intuitively obvious,
interference captures the idea – widely-studied in memory research – that human memory
tends to “mix up” experiences and hypotheses when they are spuriously similar to each other.
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To illustrate, consider the context of economic statistics (such as GDP growth or unemploy-
ment rates), which are routinely represented through numbers. Because people encounter
numbers and statistics all the time, it is very difficult to remember specific unemployment
statistics from two years ago – intuitively, the brain mixes up the various numbers it has en-
countered over the years. Bordalo et al. (2023b) and Bordalo et al. (2022a) show that the
ideas of similarity and interference can reconcile various biases in judgment of probabilities.
A main idea in these papers is that normatively identical situations can trigger different be-
liefs, either because the environment provides different cues or because the decision-maker
actively considers different hypotheses, both of which can trigger the retrieval of different
memories.
One of the main applications of memory-based theories of belief formation has been to

financial markets. There are probably two natural reasons for this. First, a long literature
documents that personal experiences exert a strong influence on financial and macroeco-
nomic expectations (Malmendier and Nagel, 2016; Malmendier et al., 2021; Malmendier
and Wachter, 2021; Malmendier, 2021). Second, as discussed above, associative recall pro-
vides a natural rationale for the existence of short-run overreaction to news, which is often
observed in economic expectations (Bordalo et al., 2020a).
Bodoh-Creed (2020) presents a model that is conceptually tightly linked to Kőszegi

et al.’s 2022model of excessive confidence swings. In Bodoh-Creed’s model, recall of positive
or negative news depends on the decision-maker’s mood, which is governed by recent news
(as these trigger changes in the state of a stock market). For example, following a series
of positive dividend announcements, the decision-maker is in a good mood and selectively
recalls mostly positive news from the past, which leads him to overreact in the short-run.
This model generates excess volatility in beliefs and market movements. Wachter and Ka-
hana (2019) present a similar model and use it to explain a variety of stock market puzzles,
including personal experience effects and financial crises.

Evidence. Recent experimental work has confirmed the role of similarity and interference
for the formation of beliefs (Bordalo et al., 2023b). In particular, this work highlights that
the presence of associations (cues) in combination with memory constraints indeed pro-
duces predictable overreaction of expectations to recent news (Enke et al., 2024b). These
patterns are especially pronounced when information is conveyed in the form of memorable
narratives rather than numerical statistics because narratives decay more slowly in memory
(Graeber et al., 2022).
A growing literature studies how similarity-based recall shapes expectation formation

and decision making in the wild. Jiang et al. (2022) use surveys to document that positive
market returns cue investors to retrieve episodes of rising markets. Moreover, recalled expe-
riences explain a larger share of variation in stock market expectations than actual experi-
ences. Relatedly, Bordalo et al. (2022a) use surveys to show how similarity of health-related
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experiences shapes beliefs about Covid fatality rates.

Work in psychology. Economic models of similarity-based recall directly build on exem-
plar models that psychologists developed in the 1980s and 90s and refined in the early
2000s (Kahana, 2012). As with the case of Bayesian cognitive noise models, the potential
criticisms that behavioral economists working on similarity-based memory have encoun-
tered are very similar to the criticisms that were leveraged in cognitive psychology three
decades ago. Most importantly, the potential lack of discipline in which contextual features
enter the similarity function was first pointed out by psychologists many years ago (Medin
et al., 1993) – essentially, the argument is that more or less any behavior can be explained
with arbitrary similarity functions, just like more or less any behavior can be explained with
arbitrary utility functions.

5.4.2 Choice

Bordalo et al. (2020b) propose a model of choice in which the decision maker engages in
comparative thinking. The main difference to the approaches reviewed in Sections 4 and
5.3 is that in their model comparative thinking occurs with respect to a reference point that
is determined by similarity-based recall. In a nutshell, the decision maker retrieves similar
choice problems from the past (as these are top of mind) and then compares quantities such
as prices or qualities with what he encountered in similar problems in the past. Thus in this
model people’s valuation for goods depends on the context in which they are consumed
because different contexts bring top of mind different “normal” situations. This approach,
hence, naturally speaks to choice instabilities and context effects.
At this point, direct empirical work on the idea of a similarity-based reference point

is scarce. While there is much evidence for similarity-based recall and the importance of
contextual cues in general (see Sections 5.4.1 and 6), direct empirical investigations of the
comparison process that people implement when they compare current choice options with
options retrieved from memory would be very valuable to have at this point.

6 Categorizations and Analogies

All of the approaches reviewed so far rest on the idea that people actually attempt to solve
the decision problem that is being presented to them by integrating the relevant problem
aspects with each other. A different strand of the literature instead posits that people learn
from the past – they may not even have a causal representation of why which action “works”,
but they simply repeat what worked yesterday. This literature, in turn, can be partitioned
into two strands. First, work in which people learn from exactly the same problem (as in rein-
forcement learning). Second, work in which people draw analogies across similar problems.
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Such analogical or associational reasoning is closely related to work on similarity-based re-
call, except that here the emphasis is not so much on which past experiences are more easily
retrieved from memory but rather on which ones are more relevant. Relative to some of the
literatures reviewed earlier, work on categorization and analogical reasoning is relatively
underdeveloped in economics at this point.

Model-free learning. An extreme case of the idea that people simplify by “truncating” cer-
tain edges or nodes in the true data-generating process is to suppose that people entertain
no causal mental representation of a problem at all, and purely learn from experience. This
idea was popularized in the influential reinforcement learning framework in psychology that
has found various applications in economics (e.g. Camerer and Hua Ho, 1999; Barberis and
Jin, 2022). The main idea of these approaches is that people choose decisions that “worked
in the past”, without having a structural understanding of why they worked.

Analogies: Learning from similar situations. A different strand of the literature, instead,
captures the idea that people simplify through problem substitution: when people encounter
a difficult problem that they cannot solve, they substitute it with a simpler problem that ap-
pears superficially similar. This line of work builds on much earlier research on attribute
substitution (e.g., Kahneman et al., 2002). In this vein, Gilboa and Schmeidler (1995) pro-
posed the idea of case-based reasoning, according to which people evaluate the utility of
each potential action as the utility of the action in past decision environments, weighted by
how similar these environments are to the present environment. As a result, the decision
maker can be understood as taking decisions that “worked in the past”. This is a cognitive
simplification stratey because it does not involve any explicit forward-looking cost-benefit
calculations. Because case-based reasoning does not involve any explicit forward-looking
mental representation of how actions map into payouts, this model is related in spirit to the
variants of models of reinforcement learning discussed earlier (e.g., Camerer and Hua Ho,
1999; Barberis and Jin, 2022). The common theme of these models is that they do not in-
volve an explicit forward-looking mental representation of how actions map into outcomes.
The main difference is that accounts of reinforcement-learning do not rely on the logic of
similarity and memory and are typically applied to relatively low-dimensional problems.
Cerigioni (2021) extends the Gilboa and Schmeidler (1995) model to allow for delib-

eration. In his model, when the current decision is sufficiently similar to one or more past
decisions, the decision maker chooses what worked in the past. If, on the other hand, no
similar situations come to mind, the decision maker rationally optimizes. This is framed as
a dual decision process model. Webb et al. (2022) provide evidence for automatic decision-
making in the field in the context of habit formation. Using a natural experiment (down-
sizing event), they document that a large share of persistence in consumption of canned
tuna reflects automatic consumption, according to which people make purchasing decisions
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“without actively thinking about it.”
In the model of policy uncertainty by Ilut and Valchev (2023) reviewed earlier, decision

makers attempt to learn the policy function that maps a decision-relevant parameter into
the optimal decision. In this model, decision maker learn from past observations, and such
learning is similarity-based: they udpate more strongly about the local shape of the policy
function at points in the parameter space that are more similar to those parameters that
generated the empirical observation. This is a version of extrapolating from similar situations
that is also modeled and studied empirically in Alsan et al. (2022). They argue that patients
and doctors of color are more likely to learn from (or extrapolate from) clinical trials that
included a larger number of patients of color.

Lumping together. In the class of analyses summarized above, people draw analogies be-
tween current and similar past situations. In a different class of models, people draw analo-
gies between (and lump together) different current situations. Jehiel (2005) proposes a
game-theoretic model in which people lump together different nodes at which other play-
ers must move, and then form expectations about behavior within each analogy class. Mul-
lainathan et al. (2008) present a model of coarse thinking in the context of persuasion and
Fryer and Jackson (2008) one of optimal categorization. An important feature of this entire
class of models is that the categories are exogenously given and are not modeled to depend
explicitly on a similarity function.
Evers et al. (2022) and Kőszegi and Matějka (2020) study mental accounting as a par-

ticularly important example of categorization. Evers et al. (2022) propose and document
empirically that people are more likely to categorize different outcomes as belonging to the
same “event” if the outcomes are more similar to each other. Kőszegi and Matějka (2020)
endogenously derive mental accounting as an optimal response to information processing
costs (rational inattention).
The experimental and empirical literature on categorization is still in its infancy. Thus

far, most empirical work on memory has focused on settings in which memory shapes
which input features enter people’s cognitive aggregation problems. An exception is Charles
(2022b,a) who leverages the idea that companies may be categorized as “similar” in memory
purely because they randomly appear next to each other on investor statements, or because
they randomly announce earnings on the same day. As a result of these categorizations,
when investors trade one stock, this increases the probability that the other stock comes to
mind and is, hence, also traded. These papers document that this memory-based categoriza-
tion has detectable impacts on market prices. I view the role of similarity in categorization
as a promising area for empirical research.
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7 Complexity Aversion

A final simplification strategy that the literature has discussed is systematic complexity aver-
sion: people are said to systematically undervalue objects or choice sets that require a lot
of information processing to evaluate. Loosely speaking, this can be understood as people
being “risk averse” about the uncertainty that results from imperfect cognitive information
processing (rather than from external uncertainty). Again, as in previous sections, this work
can be partitioned into work on information-processing imperfections that result from car-
dinality and those that result from the difficulty of tradeoffs.

Cardinality. In choice under risk, the cardinality of a problem is governed both by the
number of distinct payout states a lottery has and by the size of the choice set. There is a
variety of experimental evidence to suggest that financial assets with many distinct payout
states are systematically undervalued or avoided (Huck and Weizsäcker, 1999; Gillen et al.,
2019; Carvalho and Silverman, 2019; Bernheim and Sprenger, 2020; Puri, 2022; Carvalho
and Silverman, 2024). Iyengar and Kamenica (2010) document that a preference for simpler
lotteries is especially pronounced when the choice set contains a larger number of options.
Fehr and Wu (2023) and references therein discuss evidence that people shy away from

products that are overly complex due to obfuscation of add-on features. More generally,
however, there is currently relatively little direct evidence on the importance of complexity
aversion. One challenge here is to identify and test the different predictions that accounts
of complexity aversion and accounts of behavioral attenuation make (because depending
on the problem setup these can be similar).
On the theoretical side, the closest counterpart to this experimental evidence are models

of complexity aversion (Puri, 2022; Hu, 2023). These typically have the form that a com-
plexity cost function is added to the utility function, which depends on features such as
support or entropy.

Tradeoffs. Models of caution often directly build on the idea – highlighted earlier – that
tradeoffs are difficult (Cerreia-Vioglio et al., 2015, 2022; Chakraborty, 2021). In these mod-
els, the idea is that decision makers have subjective uncertainty about their utility from
different choice options and act “cautiously” by assigning each option the minimum possi-
ble utility level, given the set of utility functions the decision maker deems possible. A less
extreme version of this idea posits that people have uncertainty over their utils and take
a concave transformation of utils, making them risk averse to uncertainty about their own
utility weights. This literature argues that phenomena such as the endowment effect, the
certainty effect and present bias reflect caution.
Viewed in combination, the literatures on behavioral attenuation and caution suggest

that measures of noise and subjective uncertainty might be linked to behavior in two distinct
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ways: (i) they might predict the slope of decision with respect to parameters (attenuation)
and (ii) they might predict the level of decisions (caution). At this point, direct empirical evi-
dence on these ideas would be very valuable, in particular on when which effect dominates.
Moreover, while there is a growing body of both empirical and theoretical work on noisy
information processing and resulting uncertainty and caution separately, I am not aware of
models that capture both phenomena jointly.

8 What Determines Information Processing Imperfections?

An important presumption of much recent work is that there is no strong reason to expect
behavioral anomalies to be constant across contexts. After all, if surprising choice behavior
or beliefs largely reflect imperfect information processing, then we should see more pro-
nounced anomalies when information processing costs are likely to be binding. This depends
both on features of the problem and on characteristics of the decision maker.

8.1 The Complexity of Procedures and Algorithms

An obvious candidate mechanism that may partly drive the degree of imperfect information
processing is complexity. Indeed, in computer science “complexity” refers to the cost of in-
formation processing. A main challenge is to be precise about what it is that makes problems
more or less complex. Here, the literature can be partitioned according to whether it has
attempted (i) to quantify the complexity of a problem (or choice option) based on objective
features of the problem; or (ii) to quantify the complexity of the procedures and algorithms
people may actually use to solve a problem. Naturally, some of the approaches pursued in
the literature can be interpreted to fall into either of these buckets.
In Sections 2 and 3.2, I already discussed which features make decision problems com-

plex, focusing in particular on complexity-from-dissimilarity (the strength of tradeoffs) and
cardinality. I now discuss work on what makes procedures complex.
A broad idea in recent work on complexity is that when decision problems are reasonably

simple, behavior can be well-approximated by the standard maximizing model but that
when problems are more complex, people instead rely on specific procedures or algorithms
to solve problems that may be intractable otherwise (Camara, 2022). According to this idea,
people may entertain a “library” of specific algorithms and problem-solving approaches and
deploy one of them for any given problem, rather than attempt to maximize.1⁰

Evidence on algorithmic decision making. In support of the general idea that complexity
causes people to deploy more algorithmic decision processes, Arrieta and Nielsen (2023)

1⁰There is a long tradition in economics of directly modeling certain decision procedures and algorithms.
Much of the earlier literature on specific algorithms relies on models of automata (Rubinstein, 1998).
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document that as lottery choice problems become more complex, people perform better in
describing their decisionmaking process to others who need to replicate their decisions. This
is interpreted as evidence that complexity causes the usage of specific, simple procedures.
Related recent experimental work has begun to shed light on which algorithms are more

or less complex to implement. Oprea (2020) and Banovetz andOprea (2022) experimentally
test some of the ideas in the theoretical automata literature. For example, Oprea (2020)
elicits people’s willingness-to-pay to avoid having to implement certain rules as a measure
of how complex different algorithms are. A main takeaway from these papers is that people
avoid implementing rules that have a higher “dimensionality” (e.g., a larger number of states
or transitions), consistent with the discussion of dimensionality complexity above.

Metrics of computational complexity. An important question is which algorithmic rules
are too complex to be implemented, and what corresponding complexity metrics are. This
work is partly influenced by complexity notions in computer science. All of the recent papers
I am aware of formalize notions of complexity that – loosely speaking – partly reflect the
dimensionality of the problem.
Camara (2022) shows that the very weak assumption that people cannot solve NP-hard

problems implies that they have to engage in narrow bracketing (also see Bossaerts and
Murawski, 2017). Sanjurjo (2023) models the complexity of algorithmic rules as arising
from space complexity (as in computer science), and tests this idea using multi-attribute
choice data. Both of these models predict that larger choice sets are more complex.
Salant and Spenkuch (2022) model an algorithmic satisficing procedure according to

which the decision maker randomly samples a subset of alternatives (the consideration set)
and then generates a noisy evaluation of them, where the noisiness of the evaluation in-
creases in complexity. Here, the complexity of an option is modeled as the depth of the
sub-game that it induces. Salant and Spenkuch (2022) provide empirical support for such
a model using data on chess.

When are comparisons difficult? Dissimilarity and the strength of tradeoffs. As dis-
cussed in Section 4, comparative thinking is a main response to complexity. Yet when are
comparisons easy to make? In Section 3, I discussed work that suggests that dimension-by-
dimension dissimilarity causes complexity because it makes comparisons difficult.
The work on dissimilarity causing complexity can be interpreted in two different ways.

First, it formalizes and quantifies the complexity of a choice problem. Second, it formalizes
the complexity of a specific cognitive algorithm (that of comparing dimension-by-dimension
and then aggregating the comparisons).

Takeaways. Overall, research on what makes decision problems complex is still in its in-
fancy. Economists have devoted substantially more effort to quantifying the magnitude (and
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costs) of inattention than to quantifying the complexity of a problem.While this is beginning
to change, most of the work on what makes a problem complex falls either in the dimen-
sionality or dissimilarity complexity bucket. Similarly, we are only beginning to understand
which specific algorithms people may deploy when they are confronted with complex prob-
lems, and how we can quantify the complexity of these algorithms themselves.

8.2 Features of the Decision Maker

Availability of cognitive resources. There is much evidence to suggest that the availability
of cognitive resourrces has substantial effects on observed choices and beliefs. This is difficult
to reconcile with a perspective of choice anomalies reflecting preferences but entirely natural
from a perspective of imperfect information processing.
For example, various studies document that time pressure or cognitive load interventions

have strong effects on intertemporal decision making (Ebert and Prelec, 2007; Benjamin
et al., 2013; Imas et al., 2021). Similarly, a large literature documents effects of cognitive
load on choice under risk (e.g., Gerhardt et al., 2016). The results from these experimental
interventions are consistent with a large number of correlational studies that have linked
measures of cognitive ability to choice behavior in domains such as impatience (Benjamin
et al., 2013; Dohmen et al., 2010; Falk et al., 2018), risk aversion (Dohmen et al., 2010)
and probability weighting (Choi et al., 2022).

Experience. Multiple recent papers document that behavioral attenuation weakens as de-
cision makers gather more experience with a specific problem configuration. These results
have been documented in contexts such as risk aversion (Frydman and Jin, 2022), proba-
bility weighting (Frydman and Jin, 2023) and coordination games (Frydman and Nunnari,
2023). This is typically interpreted through the lens of models of efficient coding – the idea
that the brain optimally reduces noise (and hence attenuation) for problems that it encoun-
ters more frequently.

9 Revisiting Some Classics

In my experience, at a deep level, behavioral economists always knew that many of their
reduced-form models of non-standard utility functions and parametric biases weren’t liter-
ally true. Too much evidence accumulated over time that suggested that classic behavioral
phenomena vary strongly across contexts and elicitation methods, and with the availability
of cognitive resources. Moreover, the pioneers of the field were sometimes fairly explicit
in their writings that their explanations and models were meant to be reduced-form adap-
tations of ideas in cognitive psychology (e.g., Kahneman and Tversky, 1979). Nonetheless,
once reduced-form models are proposed and widely adopted, they are sometimes taken to
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be true in a more literal sense than the pioneers intended. As I summarize now, the cog-
nitive turn has begun to make meaningful progress on reducing quite a few of behavioral
economists’ greatest success stories to a smaller set of cognitive primitives related to imper-
fect information processing. Much work remains to be done, but I believe the path is now
clearer.
In discussing the origins of behavioral economics classics, I largely stick to the empirical

evidence. In other words, I do not declare success for the cognitive turn in explaining a
certain phenomenon purely becaused a cognitive model explains the pattern, but only when
direct empirical evidence supports such an interpretation.

9.1 What We (Probably) Understand

Probability weighting. Probability weighting is a special case of behavioral attenuation.
In my opinion, the evidence that links it to noisy information processing (Enke and Graeber,
2023; Frydman and Jin, 2023; Oprea, 2022; Vieider, 2022; Enke et al., 2024a) or cognitive
resources (Choi et al., 2022), and that explains how complexity (dissimilarity) and the
decision format determine when it does (not) appear (Shubatt and Yang, 2024) is numerous
and internally consistent.

Choice-versus-valuation preference reversals. A long literature documents preference re-
versals between choice and valuation, such as when people choose a relatively safe gamble
over a long-shot one, but when asked to value the two independently they value the long-
shot one higher. These patterns largely reflect the difficulty of navigating tradeoffs. Intu-
itively, valuing a long-shot gamble (such as “getting $120 with probability 10%”) in terms
of a certainty equivalent is cognitively very difficult because the “probability currency” of
10% is very different from that of 100%. In contrast, choosing between the two lotteries is
easier because the payout probabilities are more similar to each other (Shubatt and Yang,
2024).

Hyperbolic discounting (not dynamic inconsistency). There are two classes of hyperbolic
discounting in the literature. A first is time inconsistency and failures of self-control, chiefly
over primary rewards. Thus far, there is little or no evidence in the cognitive foundations
literature that suggests that lack of self-control and dynamic inconsistency is related to im-
perfect information processing. A second class is the hyperbolicity of the discount function
over long horizons, chiefly over financial flows. This second pattern is a special case of behav-
ioral attenuation. Multiple papers have documented that hyperbolicity strongly increases
with proxies for noisy information processing (Enke et al., 2023a, 2024a), time pressure
(Ebert, 2001; Ebert and Prelec, 2007), and that it can be predictably switched on and off as
a function of option dissimilarity and complexity (Shubatt and Yang, 2024).
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Scope insensitivity. A huge literature documents scope insensitivity in contingent valua-
tion studies (Diamond and Hausman, 1994). For quite some time, researchers interpreted
these patterns as potentially reflecting heavily non-linear preferences – maybe people ac-
tually value saving 100 birds roughly as much as saving 10,000 birds? Recent work has
shown that scope insensitivity is a special case of behavioral attenuation – it is strongly cor-
related with cognitive uncertainty and decreases in experimental interventions that make
evaluations easier (Toma and Bell, 2022; Enke et al., 2024a).

Decoy and compromise effects. The literature contains a large number of demonstrations
of a “preference for compromise”, in studies involving decoys and others. While the jury is
still out on what exactly the correct explanation for these patterns is, it is now clear that the
answer is neither preferences nor fixed heuristics. Rather, a growing body of evidence high-
lights that these effects are also driven by information processing imperfections, in particular
comparative thinking (Bushong et al., 2021; Somerville, 2022) and comparison complexity
resulting from dimension-by-dimension dissimilarity (Natenzon, 2019; Shubatt and Yang,
2024).

Over- and underreaction. Over- and underreaction in belief updating are classic behav-
ioral economics phenomena but until recently it wasn’t understood when which of the two
should prevail. Research on cognitive foundations has again emphasized that understand-
ing these phenomena from a perspective of information processing is productive. We now
understand that underreaction is largely a special case of behavioral attenuation (Enke and
Graeber, 2023; Augenblick et al., 2021; Ba et al., 2022), while overreaction can be driven
by a combination of behavioral attenuation and incorrect problem representations resulting
from limited attention and memory (Augenblick et al., 2021; Ba et al., 2022; Enke et al.,
2024b; Bordalo et al., 2023a).

Compressed forecasts and expectations. A large number of papers in behavioral eco-
nomics and the social economics survey literature document that beliefs, perceptions, ex-
pectations and forecasts are typically strongly compressed functions of the underlying truth,
giving rise to patterns such as “everyone is middle class”. There is now a bulk of evidence
that suggests that these patterns are another special case of noisy information processing
and resulting behavioral attenuation (Fischhoff and Bruine De Bruin, 1999; Enke and Grae-
ber, 2023; Giustinelli et al., 2019).

Full neglect and multi-modality. While many behavioral anomalies can be characterized
through a “partial neglect” or “anchoring-and-adjustment” logic, some others reflect the full
neglect of certain problem aspects, as evidenced by strongly multi-modal response patterns
in work on belief updating. These reflect incorrect problem representations that are usually
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driven by selective attention to some problem features (Enke and Zimmermann, 2019; Enke,
2020; Graeber, 2022; Fan et al., 2023; Bordalo et al., 2023a). This is true for phenomena
such as base rate neglect, correlation neglect, selection neglect, and others.

Stereotyping: exaggerated differences. Stereotyping reflects a special case of comparative
thinking, according to which people directly compare the relative plausibility of different
hypotheses and frequencies, which makes them overreact relative to the true differences
that exist (Coffman, 2014; Bordalo et al., 2016, 2019, 2021).

Description-experience gap. The widely-studied difference between risk-taking based on
description (direct presentation of probabilities) and experience (sequantially sampling
from the outcome distribution) is largely driven by salience and memory (Bohren et al.,
2024). In decision-making based on description, unlikely but salient large outcomes attract
attention, while in decisions from experience rare extreme outcomes tend to be forgot-
ten, producing behavior that looks like more pronounced probability weighting in decisions
based on description.

9.2 Where More Work is Needed

Endowment effect. One view of the endowment effect is that it reflects loss aversion. An-
other view suggests that it is driven by the difficulty of translating product attributes into a
common currency (such as dollars or utils), see Cerreia-Vioglio et al. (2022). Much indirect
evidence suggests that the endowment effect has cognitive origins – it decreases with expe-
rience, disappears when people know the market value of goods, and is uncorrelated with
experimental measures of loss aversion (Chapman et al., 2023b). It would be very useful
to directly test the idea that the endowment effect emerges because people have a hard
time valuing objects (and potentially exhibit caution / a type of risk aversion over their own
valuation uncertainty).

Reference points. There can be no question that people often compare outcomes to ref-
erence points, and much of the discussion in behavioral economics has focused on how
exactly such reference points should be modeled. But at a fundamental level, we still don’t
even know whether comparing outcomes with a reference points reflects true reference-
dependent preferences or is a result of information-processing imperfections (O’Donoghue
and Sprenger, 2018). For example, in light of the emphasis on the difficulty of across-
dimension aggregation in recent work, comparing outcomes to a reference point within
dimensions may be easier than to aggregate across dimensions.

Allais paradoxes. There is a long discussion about whether the Allais paradoxes represent
information-processing mistakes or preferences (e.g., Rubinstein, 1988; McGranaghan et al.,
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2022; Cerreia-Vioglio et al., 2015; Bordalo et al., 2012). From an empirical perspective, I
believe we still don’t know the answer.

Present bias. As noted above, behavioral attenuation is most likely a driver of the hyper-
bolic shape of the empirical discount function, but not of present bias or dynamic inconsis-
tency. At the same time, various models (Rubinstein, 2003; Fudenberg and Levine, 2006;
Chakraborty, 2021) and some evidence (Imas et al., 2021; Chakraborty et al., 2017) sug-
gest that cognitive mechanisms such as self-control, valuation uncertainty about the future,
similarity or noise can contribute to observed present bias.

Utility curvature. Time and again, both lab and field data suggest implausibly high levels
of estimated utility curvature (Rabin, 2000).While behavioral economists routinely estimate
non-linear utility functions, a large majority appears to agree that these estimates do not
really reflect true diminishing marginal utility. As discussed in Section 3, one possibility
is that seeming diminishing marginal utility is a special case of diminishing sensitivity as
generated by noisy information processing. Intuitively, people understand that $80 and $5
are both better than $0, yet how much more is cognitively difficult to assess, and might
lead to a compression effect that looks like diminishing marginal utility (see the discussion
in Kahneman and Tversky, 1979). It would be very helpful if more direct evidence on this
could be gathered. This said, I do not wish to suggest that all of utility curvature isn’t real –
some almost certainly is, but some I suspect isn’t.

Context effects, analogical and similarity-based reasoning. As discussed above, a plau-
sible – and I believe in reality widespread – simplification strategy is to make decisions
based on what worked well in similar decision problems in the past. Here, the emphasis
is on “similar problems” – it is, of course, widely understood based on the reinforcement
learning literature that people make decisions based on what worked well in exactly the
same problem in the past. However, I believe that much is to be gained from empirical work
that attempts to understand “spillovers” and mental analogies across problems (Gilboa and
Schmeidler, 1995; Bordalo et al., 2023b).

9.3 What Seems Largely Unrelated

Social preferences and fairness. There is little evidence to suggest that mistakes have
much to do with the existence of social motivations such as those related to prosociality, fair-
ness, cooperation, moral wiggle room behavior and motivated reasoning. This being said,
while information-processing imperfections do not cause the existence of social motivations,
a considerable body of evidence suggests that they affect how social motivations translate into
behavior. For example, public goods giving is significantly affected by confusion and result-
ing behavioral attenuation (e.g., Andreoni, 1995; Bao and Pei, 2023). Similarly, I speculate
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that the widespread equal split fairness norm in parts reflect a simplification strategy – when
people find it difficult to assess who contributed how much to a common project, splitting
the pie equally is a simple thing to do.

Belief-based utility. Much work suggests that people have preferences over their beliefs
(see, e.g., Loewenstein and Wojtowicz, 2023, for a review). This includes work on news util-
ity, anticipation, ego, social image, self image, moral wiggling, curiosity, and others. Again,
as I see it, there is little reason to believe that these have cognitive origins. However, as is the
case with social preferences, information processing limitations can act as an “enabler” for
moral wiggle room behavior or motivated reasoning because it makes the mapping between
intrinsic motivations and behaviors less transparent (e.g. Haisley and Weber, 2010; Exley
and Kessler, 2019).

10 Evidence From the Field

The insights derived from the cognitive turn have started to become visible in applied eco-
nomics. I here showcase a few examples to illustrate the breadth of applications, rather
than comprehensively summarize the applied literature. The applications summarized be-
low span papers in (macro-) finance, labor and development economics.

Cognitive noise and behavioral attenuation. Augenblick et al. (2021) study the role of be-
havioral attenuation for market-implied beliefs as reflected in option prices for the S&P500.
They study whether traders (and resulting prices) are attenuated to the precision of the
information in the market. When an option is far from expiration, the information in the
market is weak and when it is close to expiration, the signals are very informative. Atten-
uation predicts that option prices move too much when the information is weak (far from
expiration) yet too little when the information is strong (close to expiration). Augenblick
et al. (2021) document that this is indeed the case, reconciling the joint existence of over-
and underreaction of expectations, purely as a mechanical outcome of attenuation.
Drerup et al. (2017) and Giglio et al. (2021) study the so-called attenuation puzzle

in stock market participation: the puzzle that the link between future return expectations
and equity share is quantitatively much too small relative to canonical models, even after
classical measurement error in beliefs is instrumented out. Both of these papers present ev-
idence suggesting that this attenuation puzzle is a special case of noise-driven behavioral
attenuation. Both papers combine administrative data on stock holdings with survey data
on expectations. Crucially, both papers also measure people’s cognitive uncertainty (or con-
fidence in) the meaningfulness of their stated belief distributions. The results show that the
attenuation puzzle is strongly concentrated in people who exhibit high uncertainty about
their beliefs.
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Relatedly, D’Acunto et al. (2023) study attenuation effects in consumers’ response to
the incentives resulting from changes in government programs. They document that the
field decisions of higher cognitive ability individuals are more responsive to variation in
incentives, which affects behavior in contexts ranging from borrowing to car purchases.
Card et al. (2024) study the role of cognitive noise in the decision-making of economics

journal editors. Just like themany other contexts emphasized in this paper, editors’ decisions
a potentially difficult process of mentally aggregating and trading off different signals (such
as conflicting referee reports). The authors leverage the key insight from sequential evidence
accumulation models that longer response times are associated with closer proximity to
indifference, and use data on editorial decision times to predict outcomes. Consistent with
standard sequential evidence accumulation models, they find that conditional on an R&R,
editor response times are negatively predictive of paper quality, while conditional on a Reject
decision, response times are positively predictive of paper quality.

Complexity. Abeler et al. (2023) document the role of complexity in workers’ incentive
contracts. They consider a setting in which a firm announces that it will use current produc-
tivity as a target for future bonus payments, a classic example of a setup that should give
rise to a Ratchet effect (workers reducing current effort to decrease the future target). Yet
the authors show that because the incentive scheme is described in a sufficiently complex
way, the Ratchet effect is almost entirely absent. In contrast, when the incentives are laid
out in simpler terms, workers’ current effort exhibits the canonical Ratchet response.

Goal-directed attention. Bartoš et al. (2016) deploy tools to measure information acqui-
sition in a field experiment and document that asymmetric information search as predicted
by rational inattention contributes to discrimination against minority groups. The main idea
is that when a decision maker entertains the strong prior belief that members of a certain
group are of low “quality”, on average, optimal information search will downweight or even
ignore this group if the decision maker is only interested in identifying top candidates. Con-
versely, if the decision maker is only interested in avoiding the worst candidates, information
search will focus on the minority group. The authors test this idea in two field experiments,
by tracking the online information acquisition of employers and landlors who evaluate ap-
plications. The authors show that information acquisition is in line with the predictions of
directed attention models and contributes to systematic discrimination of minorities.

Memory. The by-now classic evidence on experience effects (Malmendier and Nagel, 2011,
2016) was some of the first evidence that directly pointed at the importance of memory for
the formation of subjective expectations in economics. In recent years, various papers have
studied the role of associative memory in finance. Charles (2022a) documents that contex-
tual associations affect trading behavior. The idea is that when two stocks are associated
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in memory (because they appear next to each other on portfolio statements due to their
alphabetical ranking), the cueing of one stock induces the investor to also trade the other
one. Charles (2022b) shows that memory-induced trading patterns affect market prices. The
paper leverages a similar idea, which is that companies may be associated in memory when
they have overlapping earnings announcement schedules. The paper shows that when the
announcements of two firms overlap, the separate earnings announcement of one of the
firms several months later produces buying pressure in the other firm’s stock. The interpre-
tation is that because the two firms are associated in memory, the announcement of one
firm directs attention also to the other one even when it does not announce earnings.
Jiang et al. (2022) document the importance of associative recall by combining surveys

of investors’ memories with administrative trading data. The headline result is that when
market returns are positive, people become more likely to remember episodes of rising mar-
kets from the past, a hallmark signature of associative recall. These investor memories of
past returns, in turn, are strongly predictive of future return expectations and extrapolation.
Augenblick et al. (2023) study the importance of imperfect and associative recall in a

development context, by studying the savings patterns of Zambian farmers. They document
that people have a pronounced tendency to forget about upcoming expenditures that are
small, irregular and stochastic, and as a result save too little. To improve recall, they leverage
the idea of associative recall by asking farmers to think through their expenditures through
categories. This intervention strongly cues the retrieval of associated expenditure events,
and has large effects on savings bahevior.

11 Outlook and Open Questions

There is a large number of open questions in the cognitive turn, some theoretical, some
experimental and some empirical in nature.

11.1 Theory

While the cognitive turn has arguably made some progress on reducing the large number of
distinct behavioral anomalies into a shorter list of simplification strategies, it is equally true
that at this point there is no single “plug-and-play” model of simplification strategies that
can be immediately injected into field applications. This is partly a theoretical and partly an
empirical challenge. On the theoretical side, the different literatures that I have summarized
in this review – such as those on noisy cognition and stimulus-driven attention or recall –
have largely evolved in isolation from each other. A first-order challenge is to articulate how
they are interrelated, when which one plays out, and whether a single model can capture
all (or most) of them.
Moreover, even within each of these literatures important challenges remain. For ex-
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ample, there is no consensus on which exact assumptions researchers should place on the
location of the noise (or the prior) in Bayesian cognitive noise models. Similarly, there is no
consensus on the question of which features stimulus-driven attention and memory are sup-
posed to operate on. These are important challenges because if a different type of noise or a
different cue need to be invoked for each anomaly, then behavioralists are simply transform-
ing a proliferation of reduced-form concepts into a proliferation of cognitive foundations.
Closely related, on the empirical side further work is needed to make cognitive founda-
tions models broadly applicable because – unlike canonical models of reference-dependence,
present bias or social preferences – they are not only defined over payoffs but also over
primitives such as complexity or contextual similarity that are traditionally not measured
by economists.

11.2 Economic Applications

Multi-agent settings. Up to this point, research on the cognitive turn is largely restricted
to individual decision-making. For example, the emergence of the cognitive turn contributed
to transforming experimental economics away from experiments on markets and strategic
interactions towards individual decision experiments. Yet sooner rather than later, behav-
ioralists and experimentalists alike will have to show that the insights they’ve developed in
individual decision contexts also illuminate more traditional objects of economic interest. In
this regard, a key challenge will be to move to multi-agent settings without giving up the in-
sistence on correct cognitive foundations (for some examples along these lines see Frydman
and Nunnari, 2023; Enke et al., 2023b; Amelio, 2023; Li and Camerer, 2022).

More field applications. A large majority of the papers summarized in this review are
theoretical contributions, lab and online experiments, or surveys. Future work on the topic
will increasingly document the relevance of cognitive foundations for ecological behaviors.
A key challenge in this regard is measurement: as noted above, unlike canonical traditional
behavioral economics models, cognitive foundations models are often not only defined over
payoffs but also over primitives such as complexity, noise or contextual similarity that are
traditionally not measured by economists. To overcome this problem, researchers have (and
I predict increasingly will) rely on a combination of non-choice data and machine learning
techniques.
The cognitive turn has used non-choice data to gather evidence on cognitive foundations,

and to link them to behaviors (see the discussion by Camerer, 2008). This includes elicita-
tions of descriptions of procedures (Arrieta and Nielsen, 2023) or of choices between axioms
(Nielsen and Rehbeck, 2022), the measurement of cognitive uncertainty (Enke and Graeber,
2023), the constructive use of response time data (Rubinstein, 2007, 2016; Alós-Ferrer et al.,
2021; Liu and Netzer, 2023; Card et al., 2024) and the measurement of information acqui-
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sition (e.g., Bartoš et al., 2016; Caplin and Dean, 2015). Techniques like eye-tracking might
well re-gain popularity in the wake of this movement (e.g., Arieli et al., 2011; Reutskaja
et al., 2011; Engelmann et al., 2021).
If experimentalists increasingly opt for more naturalistic designs, then machine learning

techniques will become more important in quantifying the relevance of intrinsically quali-
tative features such as text, speech or visual features. For example, Graeber et al. (2023a,b)
show how speech data can be incorporated into experiments to study information transmis-
sion and the spread of narratives. Li and Camerer (2022) and Bose et al. (2022) provide
evidence that a standard machine learning algorithm from neuroscience that predicts the
visual salience of portions of images helps to predict behavior in standard consumer choice
and stock market forecasting contexts.

11.3 Experiments

The cognitive turn was partly driven by new experimental paradigms, but it also suggests
productive avenues for further change going forward. Traditionally, experimental economists
designed decision environments that were very abstract. The rationale was to strip away all
context that could potentially “pollute” the identification of the theoretical construct that
the researcher sought to measure. Experiments were only considered “clean” if they were
stripped down to the bare minimum that the corresponding economic model posited, but
were fully specified as far as economic incentives and procedures are concerned. Elicita-
tion mechanisms for beliefs or preferences were considered appropriate if and only if they
satisfied theoretical incentive-compatibility properties.
While minimalism, incentive compatibility, objectivity and unconfoundedness are no

doubt desirable properties for experiments to have, it is becoming increasingly clear that
the way in which these goals were achieved implied non-trivial costs, and itself created
other confounds, as I discuss in the remaining paragraphs.

Simplification strategies confound measurements of preferences and beliefs. Perhaps
the most important such cost is that abstract and unfamiliar study designs may not elicit
the true, “unpolluted” construct the researcher seeks to measure (or that an economic model
specifies). Instead, such designs may produce behavior that reflects confusion and heuris-
tics. Importantly, given the often unnatural and abstract nature of experimental economics
designs, there is no strong a priori reason to expect that those simplification strategies that
participants resort to in experiments are also the ones they deploy in environments that are
more naturalistic or with which they have more experience. In this spirit, a large number of
contributions have documented that commonly-used experimental paradigms can produce
severely biased measures of preferences and beliefs (e.g. Enke et al., 2023a; Andersson et al.,
2020; Bouchouicha et al., 2023), and we are only beginning to understand how these short-
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comings can be improved (e.g., Alós-Ferrer et al., 2021; Kendall and Chakraborty, 2022;
Halevy et al., 2023).
An important special case of this class of problems is that of scoring rules. Traditionally,

theorists and experimentalists favored scoring rules that are incentive compatible under
the assumption of perfect rationality. However, recent work has shown that people system-
atically misunderstand complex scoring rules and “hedge” against their confusion (Danz
et al., 2022). As a result, experimentalists’ emphasis on incentive compatibility can some-
times produce internally contradictory research designs. For example, suppose a researcher
tests the hypothesis that a subject makes systematic errors in processing risky lotteries –
under this hypothesis, it is not clear why a subject should understand that a scoring rule
– that often constitutes a significantly more complicated lottery than the object the subject
is being asked to value – is incentive compatible. Similarly, economists insist on deploying
ingenious scoring rules to elicit beliefs and expectations, even when they test the hypothesis
that people fall prey to biases such as base rate neglect – yet it is arguably not at all obvious
that rationally incorporating a base rate is more difficult than thinking through the incentive
compatibility properties of highly non-trivial scoring rules. A challenge going forward will
be to devise scoring rules and other experimental procedures that are incentive compatible
also under information processing constraints.

Contextual cues and naturalism: Tossing out the baby with the bathwater. A second
cost that is entailed by making experimental paradigms minimalistic and abstract is that
– essentially by assumption – it negates a potential role for the contextual cues that many
researchers today believe are important for understanding the context-dependence of be-
havior. This suggests that future research will benefit from bringing back (in a controlled
form) some of those contextual elements that standard elicitation protocols have sought to
eliminate.
Another example is that economists’ desire to make choice environments well-defined

has led them to almost exclusively rely on experimental environments in which the choice
set is fully and transparently displayed to the decision maker (“Do you prefer this pizza or
the pasta?”). Yet in reality people need to construct their consideration sets from memory
(“What could I have for dinner? There’s the Italian place, the Vietnamese one...”), which
naturally gives rise to a role for memory and cues. I believe that much is to be gained from
developing more naturalistic choice environments without giving up too much control.
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